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ABSTRACT
CBL PROTEINS IN PLATELET FUNCTIONAL RESPONSES
Claudia Lorena Buitrago Murcia
Doctor of Philosophy
Temple University School of Medicine, 2010
Doctoral Advisory Committee Chair: Satya Kunapuli, Ph.D.

c-Cbl protein functions as an E3 ligase and scaffolding protein, where three residues,
Y700, Y731, and Y774, upon phosphorylation, have been shown to initiate several
signaling cascades. In this study, we investigated the role of these phospho-tyrosine
residues in the platelet functional responses upon integrin engagement. We observed that
c-Cbl Y700, Y731 and Y774 undergo phosphorylation upon platelet adhesion to
immobilized fibrinogen, which was inhibited in the presence of PP2, a pan-src family
kinase (SFK) inhibitor, suggesting that c-Cbl is phosphorylated downstream of SFKs.
However, OXSI-2, a Syk inhibitor, significantly reduced c-Cbl phosphorylation at
residues Y774 and Y700, without affecting Y731 phosphorylation. Interestingly, PP2
inhibited both platelet spreading on fibrinogen as well as clot retraction, whereas OXSI-2
blocked only platelet spreading, suggesting a differential role of these tyrosine residues.
The physiological role of c-Cbl and Y731 was studied using platelets from c-Cbl KO and
c-CblYF/YF knock-in mice. c-Cbl KO and c-Cbl

YF/YF

platelets had a significantly reduced

spreading over immobilized fibrinogen. Furthermore, clot retraction with c-Cbl KO and
c-Cbl

YF/YF

platelets was drastically delayed. These results indicate that c-Cbl and
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particularly its phosphorylated residue Y731 plays an important role in platelet outside-in
signaling contributing to platelet spreading and clot retraction
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1. Introduction:
Platelets are small (2-3 µm in diameter) anucleated cells derived from megakaryocytes.
Their role in hemostasis, defined in causing the cessation of bleeding, has been well
established by many in-vitro and ex-vivo studies, but perhaps the best evidence comes
from patients with Glanzmann’s thrombasthenia, a genetic disease characterized by
platelet dysfunction due to abnormal expression of the platelet fibrinogen receptor
αIIbβ3. Patients suffering from Glanzmann’s thrombasthenia have increased bleeding
time, susceptibility to bruising, menorrhagia, and increased post-operative bleeding 1. In
addition to their role in clot formation, platelets are now recognized as important players
in inflammatory processes, cancer, atherosclerosis, and vascular integrity among other
patophysiological states 2,3. Platelet function is tightly controlled as any disturbance may
cause fatal bleeding or occlusion of blood vessels 4. Platelets interact with the damaged
vessel wall in a process that involves specific surface receptors that promote rolling and
adhesion over the endothelium and the extra-cellular matrix. Following this interaction,
activated platelets secrete soluble factors that amplify the response further such as
adenosine di-phosphate (ADP) and thromboxane A2 (TXA2). Activated platelets undergo
shape change, extend filopodia and lamellipodia and ultimately platelet αIIbβ3 binds
plasma fibrinogen allowing platelet-platelet interaction and clot consolidation 5.

Although significant advances have been made, understanding of the signaling pathways
that regulate platelet activation is still far from complete. To understand the critical role
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of the different molecules that regulate signaling events that modulates platelet activation
and function is an important endeavor. Recently, an important role of c-Cbl and Cbl-b
ubiquitin ligases in platelet functional responses and in hematological malignancies has
been described. Cbl proteins perform negative and positive regulation of several signaling
pathways in platelets. In this review we will discuss the recent findings, as well as the
structural characteristics of Cbl proteins that platelet functional responses.

2.Platelet Activation:
While in circulation, platelets exist in a quiescent discoid state. They circulate for about
8-12 days and are constantly exposed to a number of inhibitory signals released by
endothelial cells, including nitric oxide and prostacyclin (PGE1). Upon vascular injury
the healthy endothelial layer is disrupted. This event stops the production of inhibitory
molecules. Concomitant to it, sub-endothelial fibrillar collagen is exposed and von
Willebrand factor (vWF) is released; as platelets express two different collagen receptors,
glycoprotein IV (GPVI) and integrin α2β1, as well as glycoprotein GPIb-V-IX that binds
vWF, a rapid and stable adhesion of platelets to the sub-endothelial matrix occurs and
several signaling cascades are initiated6. Upon activation, platelets secrete contents of
alpha and dense granules, generate the prothrombotic compound TxA2 and expose procoagulant and adhesive proteins (e.g. Phosphatidylserine and P-selectin); all these events
enhance and amplify the activation and adhesion process, resulting in clot formation and
consolidation.
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Besides collagen and vWF, platelets also respond to many other physiological agonists,
such as epinephrine, ADP and thrombin. Many of these agonists are ligands of G protein
coupled receptors (GPCR’s), while thrombin cleaves an extracellular portion of a GPCR,
generating a tethered ligand for it. Platelets express a variety of GPCR’s including
members of the Gi, Gs, Gq, and G12/13 families. Collagen, ADP and thrombin, which are
probably the most abundant and relevant physiological platelet agonists, activate
signaling cascades that result in the activation of phospholipase C (PLC). Consequently,
second messengers diaglycerol (DAG) and inositol triphosphate (IP3) are generated, Ca++
is released from extracellular stores, and members of the protein kinase C (PKC’s) family
are activated7.

Platelet activation involves a series of complex biochemical processes, in which the
commonality is the activation of the fibrinogen receptor, integrin αIIbβ3. Integrins are a
family of heterodimeric proteins, composed of non-covalently associated α and βsubunits. Each subunit consists of a large extracellular domain, a single spantransmembrane domain, and a short cytoplasmic tail8. In resting platelets αIIbβ3 is in a
low affinity state. Upon platelet activation, signaling cascades known as inside-out
signaling dramatically increase the affinity state of αIIbβ3. Also, the intracellular Ca++
increase and diaglycerol production lead to the activation of CalDAG-GEF, a small
GTPase that plays an important role in integrin activation by virtue of modulating Rap1b
activity9. Rap1b is a critical regulator of αIIbβ3, since it regulates the formation of the
complex between Rap1, RIAM and talin10,11 which is required to generate a
conformational change on the extracellular domain of the integrin12,13. The change in
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conformation of αIIbβ3 enables the binding of fibrinogen and initiates the formation of
firm connections between adjacent platelets to form a platelet plug to arrest bleeding.

2.1. Tyrosine kinases and platelet functional responses:
Many platelet signal transduction cascades depend on tyrosine kinases. It has been
demonstrated that signals generated by GPVI/FcRγ, CLEC-2, FcγRIIa, GPIb, and αIIbβ3
require carefully orchestrated tyrosine phosphorylation events14-17. Among the tyrosine
kinases expressed in human platelets, Src Family Kinases (SFK) and Spleen tyrosine
kinase (Syk) have been thoroughly studied due to their pivotal role in signal transduction
events18. At least six members of the Src family (Src, Lck, Fyn, Lyn, Yes, and Fgr) are
expressed in platelets and play differential roles downstream of different receptors. For
example, Fyn and Lyn are constitutively associated with GPVI via their Src-homology-3
(SH3) domains interacting with the proline-rich domain of GPVI19,20, whereas c-Src is
constitutively bound to β321. Downstream of GPVI, Fyn and Lyn phosphorylate the
ITAM domain on FcRγ to recruit Syk, while upon engagement of αIIbβ3, c-Src, Csk and
Syk15 coordinately regulate actin cytoskeleton rearrangements through phosphorylation
of molecules such as FAK and c-Cbl22-24.

The role for SFK downstream of GPCR in platelets has also been demonstrated. In 2002
Cho et al delineated a role of Lyn in TxA2 production, ADP secretion and platelet
aggregation downstream of PAR receptors25. Later, Dorsam et al demonstrated that SFK
were important mediators of Gi and Gz-mediated functional responses, whereas PI-3
kinase and calcium were important for Gq and Gi-mediated platelet responses26. Also,
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using two structurally different pharmacological inhibitors (PD0173952 and dasatinib), a
role for SFK in Gi signaling was established27. Recently, using the pharmacological
inhibitor PP2 and isoform specific mouse models, Kim et al described a negative
regulation of G12/13 pathways by Fyn kinase28. Together these results indicate that SFK
differentially regulate platelet functional responses downstream of several receptors
including integrins, glycoproteins and GPCR.

Syk kinase is a non-receptor tyrosine kinase that contains two Src homology 2 domains
(SH2) and its highly expressed in hematopoietic cells. Although for many years Syk and
its homologue Zap-70 where thought to signal only downstream of classical immune
receptors, it is now recognized that Syk is involved in signaling downstream of different
types of receptors such as integrins29 and lectins30. In platelets, GPVI signaling requires
Syk activation to trigger Ca++ mobilization trough the formation of the LAT signalosome,
which is a complex of several proteins including LAT, SLP-76, Vav and PLCγ2. Studies
using specific gene knockouts have been valuable in understanding the specific role of
Syk in platelets. Although Syk-/- mutation is embrionically lethal, a conditional platelet
knockout has been generated in which aggregation, secretion, and arachidonic acid
formation in response to GPVI agonists were found to be defective31. Thus, the role of
Syk kinase in GPVI signaling is undisputed. Similarly, signaling by the ITAM-bearing
receptor FcγRIIa also requires Syk activity and both, the receptor and the kinase, have
been shown to be part of αIIbβ3 signaling cascade32. It is not surprising then that Sykdeficient platelets exhibit a marked defect in outside-in signaling and in spreading over
fibrinogen15. Recent studies delineating CLEC-2 signaling have elucidated a unique role
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for Syk as this kinase is responsible for phosphorylation of CLEC-2 itself with a role for
SFK downstream of Syk33. It is then clear that regulation of Syk activity is critical to
ensure proper platelet activation.

3. Cbl proteins:
Cbl-family proteins are evolutionary-conserved RING finger domain-containing E3
ubiquitin ligases. To date, three mammalian Cbl proteins have been characterized - c-Cbl,
Cbl-b and Cbl-c34-36 (Figure 1). Structurally, Cbl proteins share a high level of similarity
in the N-terminal region, which contains a tyrosine kinase binding domain (TKB) and a
(LZ) are involved in recognition of ubiquitin as well as homodimer formation. Note that
residue Y731 is unique to c-Cbl. RING finger motif. The TKB is composed of a fourhelix bundle domain, a variant SH2 domain binding phosphorylated substrates and two
EF-hand motifs for Ca++ binding. As its name states, the TKB domains renders Cbl
proteins capable of recognizing different tyrosine kinases as substrates for RINGdependent ubiquitination37. However, Cbl proteins can also ubiquitinate various proteins
including adapter proteins (e.g. APS38) and GPCR’s (e.g. PAR239) among others

40-42

.

Cbl family of proteins has emerged as a key negative regulator of protein tyrosine kinases
(PTK) as their ability to target PTK’s for degradation or endocytic trafficking is a crucial
step in several signaling pathways. This is clearly exemplified by the role of Cbl in
processes that are central to the maintenance of genomic integrity and cellular
homeostasis. Mutations that inactivate Cbl E3 ligase function have been described in 5%
of human myeloid neoplasms43. The role of Cbl proteins as a tumor suppressor is
demonstrated by the early development of neoplasms in the Cbl double knock out
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animals44. Lack of Cbl generates unregulated activation of PTK and downstream
signaling pathways leading to the progression of cancer45.

Figure 1- Domain structure of mammalian Cbl proteins. Schematic representation of
the domain architecture of c-Cbl, Cbl b and c-Cbl. The N terminal contains a
tyrosine kinase binding domain (TKB) that mediates the binding of phosphorylated
tyrosine residues. The RING finger domain transfers ubiquitin from E2 to the target
molecules. The C terminal of c-Cbl and Cbl-b contain a proline-rich domain that
mediates interaction with SH3-domain containing molecules. It also bears several
tyrosine and serine phosphorylation sites that upon phosphorylation mediate binding
with SH2-domain containing molecules. The ubiquitin associated (UBA) domain and
leucine zipper
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In contrast to the conserved N-terminal half, Cbl proteins are less homologous is the Cterminal half. Nonetheless, several structural features are shared between c-Cbl and Cbl-b
as both contain proline-rich regions that allow them to interact with SH3-domain
containing proteins and several tyrosine and serine residues that allow them to recruit
SH2-domain proteins upon phosphorylation. Cbl-c has a truncated C-terminal region.
Finally, Cbl proteins contain a leucine zipper mediating homodimer formation46 and a
UBA motif involved in ubiquitin binding although this binding is not required for Cbl E3
ligase activity. Furthermore, Lipkowitz et al showed that only Cbl-b UBA domain, and
not c-Cbl, can bind ubiquitin47. The specific role of UBA domain on Cbl proteins is still
unknown.

PTK that are regulated by c-Cbl include Syk/Zap-70 and SFK. In respect to Syk, it has
been demonstrated that c-Cbl binds to it in a TKB-dependent manner and that an intact
RING finger is required for Syk ubiquitination48. Also, using in-vitro pull-down assays
Lupher et al49 demonstrated that c-Cbl-Zap-70 association is dependent of Zap-70
phosphorylation state. Later the same group also identified phosphorylated tyrosine 323
in the linker region of Syk as the residue mediating association of Syk with c-Cbl TKB
domain, which is required for ubiquitin-mediated down-regulation of Syk49.

The

realization that the phosphorylation state of this type of substrates is crucial for its
association with c-Cbl association explained a mechanism by which c-Cbl can be
recruited only to active Syk/Zap-70. On the other hand, Cbl associations with SFK
engage multiple protein-protein interactions. Src, Fyn, Lyn and Lck interact with c-Cbl in
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a SH3-dependent manner41,50. SFK also associate with c-Cbl via their SH2 domain and cCbl phosphorylated tyrosine residues51,52. Importantly, SFK mediate phosphorylation of
several c-Cbl tyrosine residues, suggesting that SH2 mediated interactions occur only
after an initial SH3 mediated interaction. It has been suggested that phosphorylated Cbl
may contribute to high affinity SFK binding. In fact mutation of several Cbl tyrosine
residues leads to reduced Src binding; furthermore catalytic inactive Src binds less
efficiently to Cbl51 which argues in favor of increased binding upon SH2-mediated SFKCbl interaction (Figure 2). The frequent outcome of Cbl-SFK interaction is proteosomal
degradation of the kinase. Nonetheless, work by Yokouchi et al53 showed that binding of
the TKB domain of c-Cbl to active Src led to reduced kinase activity independently of
ubiquitination.

As can be deduced from the described structural features, Cbl is capable of interacting
with a variety of proteins and acts not only as an E3 ubiquitin ligase, but also as an
adaptor protein. To date, more than 150 proteins have been described to interact with or
be regulated by Cbl54. It is thus important to understand how Cbl is recruited to a protein
complex, and once formed what are the functions regulated by it. Not only polyubiquitin
chains, but also monoubiquitin residues can be attached to modified proteins as a result of
Cbl activity which adds another level of complexity to Cbl-dependent regulation as
monoubiquitinated substrates do not undergo proteosomal degradation, but can be tagged
for translocation, vesicle trafficking55 or association with UBA motifs. Also, c-Cbl and
Cbl-b exhibit some overlapping functions as well as distinct, non-redundant functions
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with specific biochemical properties and physiological outcomes. This is clearly
demonstrated by the lethality associated with the mouse c-Cbl and Cbl-b double knock-

Figure 2-Domains involved in c-Cbl –Syk and c-Cbl- SFK interaction. c-Cbl -Syk
interaction is mediated by c-Cbl’s TKB and phosphorylated tyrosine 323 in Syk
interdomain B.

On the other hand, c-Cbl-SFK’s interaction involves an initial

association between c-Cbl’s proline-rich domain with SFK’s SH3 domain. Upon
SFK mediated tyrosine phosphorylation of c-Cbl’s tyrosine residues an SH2
mediated interaction occurs which enhances SFK binding to c-Cbl.
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out model, which stands in contrast to the viability of animals with independently
knocked-out Cbl-family members44. The non-redundant functionality of c-Cbl and Cbl-b
is emphasized by the differences in the T and B cell regulation seen in the c-Cbl-/- versus
Cbl-b-/- mice56 and in the skeletal phenotypes57.

Besides its function as an ubiquitin ligase Cbl functions as an adapter protein. In this
context its function primarily relies on its C-terminal half as it bears several tyrosine and
serine residues that undergo phosphorylation. Among the tyrosine residues Y700 and
Y774 in c-Cbl and or homologous tyrosines in Cbl-b serve as docking sites for SH2
domains of signaling proteins involved in cytoskeleton rearrangements, such as Vav58 and
CrkL59; phosphorylated Y731, which is unique to c-Cbl, binds to the p85 subunit of
PI3K41,51,60,61. These tyrosine residues become phosphorylated in a SFK- or Sykdependent manner23,51. A clear proof of this is the finding that c-Cbl has a significantly
reduced phosphorylation in Src-/- osteoclasts62.

In recent years the serine phosphorylation of Cbl has gain attention. It is known that serine
phosphorylation occurs in a PKC-dependent manner in different cell types, including T
cells63, neutrophils64 and platelets (unpublished data). Cbl-b was associated with, and
phosphorylated by PKC θ in T cells. This phosphorylation led to ubiquitination of Cbl-b
and consequent regulation of T cell response by CD2865.

Due to its many possible interactions, Cbl adapter function depends to a great extent on its
ability to localize to a specific cellular compartment66,67. A clear example of the outcome
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of Cbl localization and phosphorylation state was recently described by Checquiolo et al68.
In this study, the authors propose a model in which c-Cbl translocates to the raft
compartments where it gets preferentially serine phosphorylated by PKC θ. Under these
conditions c-Cbl is unable to ubiquitinate Notch3, suggesting that serine phosphorylation
prevents the E3 ligase activity. In contrast, when c-Cbl is located in the cytosol, tyrosine
phosphorylation of c-Cbl and its E3 ligase activity towards Notch3 are increased.

One of the most studied protein-protein interactions of c-Cbl is that with PI3K a signaling
molecules that is critical in many signaling pathways. This association mediated by the
phosphorylated Y731 on c-Cbl and the SH2 domain on p85 subunit of PI3K appears to
play a pivotal role in cytoskeleton rearrangements. Over-expression of WT c-Cbl in
fibroblasts led to their increased adhesion, spreading and migration, while over-expression
of Y731F c-Cbl, in which PI3K association is abolished, abrogated this effect69. A similar
important role of c-Cbl-PI3K interaction in cytoskeletal responses has been described in
endothelial cells70 and macrophages71. An interesting and important model, in which c-Cbl
and PI3K interaction is crucial, is integrin-mediated signaling is osteoclasts. Adenoviral
expression of c-Cbl Y731F dramatically alters the actin cytoskeleton and severely inhibits
bone resorption40,72. Ex vivo cultures of M-CSF-stimulated bone marrow precursors from a
c-Cbl Y737F knock-in mouse model (Y737 in mouse is homologous to Y731 in humans)
generated an increase number of osteoclasts with enhanced intrinsic ability to survive. MCSF treatment of the c-Cbl Y731F mature osteoclasts led to defected lamellipodia
formation73.
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Over the last years, several mouse models with Cbl mutations have been generated.
Several lesson have been learned from them as it was clearly identified that Cbl role goes
beyond regulation of tyrosine kinases. Organs systems more severely affected by Cbl gene
deletion are hmatopoietic, immune and metabolic systems. On a C57BL/6 background, cCbl

-/-

mice are born at sub-Mendelian ratio but have a normal lifespan. They show

skewed thymocyte development and splenomegaly as well as changes in the energy
metabolism and reduced fertility of male mice.
Cbl-b -/- mice on the other hand, do not share phenotypes with c-Cbl -/- mice. They have no
apparent defects in hematopoiesis. They characterize by mature T-cells hypersensitivity
when stimulated through T-cell receptor (TCR) with out the concomitant stimulation of
CD28 as it is the case in WT animals. Physiological consequences manifest as impaired
immunological tolerance induction, spontaneous autoimmune diseases and transplant
rejection.
Cbl-c

-/-

mice have no discernable phenotype even in epithelial cells where is it primarily

expressed.

3.1 Cbl and platelets:
The role of Cbl proteins in platelets has recently gained attention, but remains poorly
understood. c-Cbl expression in platelets was first reported in 1996 by Oda et al74. The
authors indicated that c-Cbl undergoes tyrosine phosphorylation upon stimulation of
platelets with thrombopoietin, a major regulator of megakaryocytes and platelet
production. They also described that c-Cbl was constitutively associated with the adapter
protein Grb2 and that following platelet aggregation it became incorporated into the
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Triton X-100-insoluble fraction giving the first hint that Cbl may have a regulatory role
in platelet cytoskeletal processes.

Later on the tyrosine phosphorylation of c-Cbl

downstream of the ITAM receptor FcγRIIa was described75. Importantly, the association
of c-Cbl and PI3K upon platelet activation was demonstrated, but in contrast to other cell
types (e.g. osteoclast73), in which this association is dependent on the tyrosine
phosphorylation of residue 731 on c-Cbl, in platelets this association occurs via the SH3
domain on PI3K and the proline-rich region on c-Cbl.

3.1.1 c-Cbl in GPVI signaling:
Proteins known to be involved in GPVI signaling, such as Syk, Lyn, PLCγ and PI3K,
become associated with c-Cbl via various protein-protein interacting domains76-78.
Indeed, work by Auger et al demonstrated that c-Cbl was involved in GPVI signaling and
acted as a negative regulator79. Using murine platelets lacking

c-Cbl,

the authors

demonstrated that collagen-related peptide induces hyperphosphorylation of multiple
proteins, including FcRγ, LAT, Syk and PLCγ2. This hyperphosphorylation manifests
itself functionally as potentiation of the aggregation of c-Cbl-deficient platelets.
Furthermore, the authors showed that Fyn and Lyn lie upstream of c-Cbl, as in Fyn- and
Lyn-deficient platelets c-Cbl phosphorylation upon GPVI stimulation was diminished.
These data suggest that c-Cbl plays an important negative regulatory role in GPVI
signaling. In agreement with this finding, Dangelmaier et al80 showed that platelets from
c-Cbl KO animals exhibit Syk hyperphosphorylation when activated via GPVI.
Furthermore, the authors demonstrated that Syk is a substrate for c-Cbl in platelets.
Although the role of ubiquitination in platelets remains controversial, it is evident that c-
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Cbl-mediated ubiquitination serves most likely as a signaling event as it does not lead to
proteosomal or lysosomal degradation of Syk. The events mediated by ubiquitination are
well studied in other cell types. For example, ubiquitination of epidermal-growth-factor
receptor (EGFR) by c-Cbl attracts the ubiquitin binding protein EPS15 which is
important for the non-clathrin-dependent internalization of this receptor81. In platelets, cCbl-dependent Syk ubiquitination might mediate the recruitment of TULA-2, the recently
described protein tyrosine phosphatase mediating Syk de-phosphorylation82, as TULA-2
bears an UBA domain, which might mediate binding of TULA-2 with ubiquitinated Syk.
In fact, unpublished work by our group has shown that a tri-molecular complex is formed
between c-Cbl, TULA-2 and Syk upon GPVI stimulation. GPVI signaling also induces
binding of c-Cbl to other proteins. For example, in patients with chronic myeloid
leukemia, phosphorylated c-Cbl and CrkL were found to be elevated and their association
enhanced, but platelet functional responses assessed by P-selectin expression and
annexin-V binding were only slightly affected

83

. Although this result argues against a

role for c-Cbl in platelet GPVI activation, c-Cbl has more than 20 tyrosine residues, and
therefore hyperphosphorylation of some of them might have a functional outcome
completely different from that of those involved in the interaction with CrkL. It would be
interesting to analyze platelet functional responses from patients with myeloid neoplasia
in which c-Cbl E3 ligase activity is loss by a homozygous missense mutation, frameshifts
or deletion in the RING finger domain43.

The role of Cbl-b in platelets has been less studied. In contrast to the tyrosine
phosphorylation of c-Cbl, Cbl-b tyrosine phosphorylation does not occur in response to
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GPVI ligation and no substrate of Cbl-b E3 ligase activity has been identified in platelets.
The reason for this difference is somewhat surprising as Cbl-b has two phosphorylation
sites in the C-terminal region that are partially homologous to those of c-Cbl. Because
Cbl-b appears to be phosphorylated by the same kinases as c-Cbl84, the reason for this
difference is unclear. Nonetheless, it has been established that in platelets Cbl-b is
constitutively bound to PLCγ2 and to Burton’s tyrosine kinase (BTK)85 as they are also
associated in B lymphocytes86. Analysis of platelets from Cbl-b knockout animals
indicated that opposite to c-Cbl, Cbl-b is a positive regulator of GPVI-mediated
functional responses. Platelet aggregation was diminished at low agonist concentrations,
although maximal aggregation occurred at a very high agonist concentration. Ca++
mobilization was also decreased, but at least one Cbl-b-independent parallel pathway to
activate PLCγ2 should exist, since full aggregation was achieved. The physiological
relevance of Cbl-b in platelets was demonstrated in the ferric chloride model wherein
mice lacking Cbl-b had an increased time to occlusion and reduced clot stability85.

3.1.2 c-Cbl in platelet αIIbβ3 signaling:
In 1998 Miranti et al87 showed for the first time the involvement of c-Cbl in integrin
signaling using the A5 cell line, which stably expresses αIIbβ3. In this work, adhesion of
A5 cells expressing HA-tagged c-Cbl resulted in c-Cbl tyrosine phosphorylation.
Notably, this response was enhanced by co-expression with Syk and Vav. Furthermore,
p85 subunit of PI3K was recovered from immunoprecipitates from cells expressing cCbl, Syk and Vav suggesting that all these proteins where involved in the signaling
complex formed downstream of αIIbβ3. The role of c-Cbl in platelet outside-in signaling
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was further explored by Saci et al

24

. The authors identified tyrosine-phosphorylated c-

Cbl during thrombin-induced platelet activation and by directly activating αIIbβ3 using
monoclonal antibodies P256 and anti-LIBS6. The role of SFK and Syk was also explored
using pharmacological inhibitors. These experiments identified a role for both SFK and
Syk in c-Cbl phosphorylation, although association of c-Cbl was only detected with Syk.
Importantly, in accordance with the results by Miranti et al, the association of c-Cbl and
PI3K

was

reported.

Furthermore,

PI3K

activity

was

increased

in

c-Cbl

immunoprecipitates from platelets activated with thrombin.

As indicated above, the c-Cbl C-terminal tyrosine residues Y700, Y731 and Y774 are
potential binding sites for proteins known to regulate actin cytoskeleton, including PI3K
and Vav. The importance of PI3K and Vav in controlling the actin cytoskeleton in
platelets has been clearly established and it is intimately related to the critical function of
small GTPases RhoA, Rac, and Cdc42 among others88-92. The actin cytoskeleton
rearrangement is of outmost importance because cell shape change and spreading at
initial stages of activation and cell retraction at later time points are crucial events in
hemostasis. Recent work from our group23 explored the signaling cascade resulting in cCbl Y700, Y731 and Y774 phosphorylation in human platelets. While Y731, Y700 and
Y774 were phosphorylated in a SFK-dependent manner, phosphorylation of Y700 and
Y774 was also dependent on Syk. A correlation between platelet spreading over
fibrinogen, SFK- and Syk-mediated events, including c-Cbl tyrosine phosphorylation was
found. On the contrary, clot retraction analysis demonstrated a role for SFK, but not for
Syk, suggesting that c-Cbl might regulate integrin-mediated functional responses
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differentially through its phosphorylated residues. In fact, using platelets from c-Cbl
knock-out and from c-Cbl Y737F knock-in animals, we were able to identify an
important role for c-Cbl and specifically for residue Y737 in platelet spreading and
retraction as both functional responses were defected in our animal models. Considering
the previously established role of PI3K in integrin signaling and its association with cCbl in platelets and the defect in outside-in signaling in platelets from c-Cbl Y731F
animals, we speculate that Y731 phosphorylation is rapidly needed after integrin
engagement; being regulated by SFKs, whose activation occurs rapidly after fibrinogen
binding, will promptly create a docking site for PI3K. Further activation of residues Y700
and Y774 by Syk might recruit other signaling molecules important for platelet
cytoskeletal rearrangement (Figure 3).
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Figure 3-Proposed model of c-Cbl tyrosine phosphorylation in platelet outside-in
signaling. Integrin αIIbβ3 activation and fibrinogen binding initiates a signaling
cascade that involves SFKs activation. Active SFK mediates Syk kinase activation.
Active SFK will phosphorylate c-Cbl on Y731 and activate Syk will phosphorylate cCbl Y700 and Y774. Phosphorylated tyrosines 700, 731 and 774 will recruit SH2domain containing proteins that mediate platelet spreading and clot retraction.
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4-Conclusions:
Cbl proteins play an important role in platelet activation through GPVI and integrin
receptors and represent an effective target for anti-thrombotic drugs. The positive
(adapter function) and negative regulation (E3 ubiquitin ligase) of platelet functional
responses by Cbl make these proteins crucial elements of several molecular complexes
which are required for proper platelet activation. The use of animal models has allowed
us to irrevocably pinpoint Cbl as a modulator of platelet activation. Nonetheless, further
work is needed to explore other aspects of Cbl function (e.g. serine phosphorylation) in
platelet activation.
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Abstract
c-Cbl protein functions as an E3 ligase and scaffolding protein, where three residues,
Y700, Y731, and Y774, upon phosphorylation, have been shown to initiate several
signaling cascades. In this study, we investigated the role of these phospho-tyrosine
residues in the platelet functional responses upon integrin engagement. We observed that
c-Cbl Y700, Y731 and Y774 undergo phosphorylation upon platelet adhesion to
immobilized fibrinogen, which was inhibited in the presence of PP2, a pan-src family
kinase (SFK) inhibitor, suggesting that c-Cbl is phosphorylated downstream of SFKs.
However, OXSI-2, a Syk inhibitor, significantly reduced c-Cbl phosphorylation at
residues Y774 and Y700, without affecting Y731 phosphorylation. Interestingly, PP2
inhibited both platelet spreading on fibrinogen as well as clot retraction, whereas OXSI-2
blocked only platelet spreading, suggesting a differential role of these tyrosine residues.
The physiological role of c-Cbl and Y731 was studied using platelets from c-Cbl KO and
c-CblYF/YF knock-in mice. c-Cbl KO and c-Cbl

YF/YF

platelets had a significantly reduced

spreading over immobilized fibrinogen. Furthermore, clot retraction with c-Cbl KO and
c-Cbl

YF/YF

platelets was drastically delayed. These results indicate that c-Cbl and

particularly its phosphorylated residue Y731 plays an important role in platelet outside-in
signaling contributing to platelet spreading and clot retraction
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1. Introduction
Platelet outside-in signaling is an important process in hemostasis and refers to the
process of fibrinogen binding to αIIbβ3, an integrin only expressed in platelets and
megakaryocytes. Upon fibrinogen binding, integrin αIIbβ3 undergoes a conformational
change that initiates signaling cascades that modulate the actin cytoskeleton leading to
cell spreading, filopodia and lamellipodia formation and at later stages, cell retraction 93.
Coordinated spreading and retraction is of pivotal importance in platelets as stable
platelet adhesion and thrombus formation depends on it. Engagement of αIIbβ3 results in
tyrosine phosphorylation of proteins, therefore the role of tyrosine kinases in platelet
outside-in signaling has been extensively studied. A hierarchical activation of Src-family
kinases (SFK) and Spleen Tyrosine kinase (Syk) has been proposed as a general
mechanism for integrin signaling 15. Of the members of SFK expressed in platelets both
Src and Fyn have been reported to interact with β3 cytoplasmic tail although at distinct
sites and with different functional consequences. Src constitutively associates with the
RGT sequence on the β3 tail

94

, becomes activated upon fibrinogen binding and its

further removed by a calpain-dependent cleavage

93

. Fyn associates with the IHDRK

sequence on the β3 tail, has a sustained interaction with the integrin through out the
platelet activation process, and is postulated as an alternative pathway to support platelet
spreading
manner

95

. Syk, on the other hand, is tyrosine phosphorylated in a SFK-dependent

21,96

. The activation of Src kinase and Syk by αIIbβ3 results in tyrosine

phosphorylation of signaling molecules and adaptor proteins that are implicated in
modulation of the actin cytoskeleton 87,97 . Recently, the involvement of ITAM motifs of
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the FcgRIIA receptor has also been described in the human platelet outside-in signaling
complex
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, which suggests the possibility that integrins signal as immunoreceptors. In

this context, the activation of Syk by αIIbβ3 is mediated by the ITAM motif of FcγRIIA.

c-Cbl and Cbl-b are members of the Cbl mammalian family of proteins that are expressed
in hematopoietic cells. Due to their E3 ubiquitin ligase activity they have been implicated
as important negative regulator of signaling events, particularly downstream of tyrosine
kinases 41. Another important function of Cbl proteins is to act as adaptor molecules; they
bear a proline-rich region which mediates binding to SH3 domain-containing proteins
and on the C-terminal region, Cbl proteins contain several tyrosine phosphorylation sites
that regulate their interaction with SH2 domains 61,51. Among these phosphorylation sites,
tyrosine residue 700 (Y700) in c-Cbl has been described as docking site for Vav58 while
tyrosine residue 774 (Y774) is responsible for Crk/CrkL binding

59,98

. Importantly,

tyrosine 731 (Y731 in humans; Y737 in mouse) which is unique to c-Cbl, has been
shown to bind to the SH2 domain of the p85 subunit of PI3K promoting the assembly of
a protein complex that regulates PI3K function

99,100

. Tyrosine phosphorylation of c-Cbl

has been implicated in many signaling pathways.

Receptors that lead to c-Cbl

phosphorylation includes various Fcγ (e.g. T-cell receptor/CD3, platelet collagen receptor
GPVI), growth factor (e.g. epidermal growth factor receptor), hormones (e.g. prolactin
receptor) and cytokine receptors (e.g. thrombopoietin receptor) 61. Integrin β1, β2 and β3
cross linking has also been linked with c-Cbl phosphorylation

101,102

generating binding

sites for molecules that modulate the actin cytoskeleton 57,103.
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Platelets express c-Cbl

74

but its role is still not clearly defined. Previous work from our

group 104 and others 79 have identified c-Cbl as an important regulator of GPVI-mediated
signaling. However the role of c-Cbl in integrin mediated outside-in signaling in platelets
is not completely understood. Miranti et al

87

showed the involvement of c-Cbl

downstream of αIIbβ3 signaling in the A5 cell line, which stably expresses αIIbβ3.
Another study showed that following αIIbβ3 engagement, c-Cbl is tyrosine
phosphorylated and recruits PI3K
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but the mechanism and implications of this

activation or the downstream targets remain to be elucidated.

Given the importance of c-Cbl regulation in integrin signaling in other hematopoietic cell
types 96,101,103,105, we have investigated the mechanism of c-Cbl tyrosine phosphorylation
in human platelets and its role in platelet outside-in signaling using platelets from c-Cbl
KO mice and c-Cbl

YF/YF

knock-in mice, in which the tyrosine residue 737 (murine

equivalent of human Y731) was mutated to phenylalanine

106,107

. Here we report that

platelet outside-in signaling causes c-Cbl phosphorylation on Y700, Y731 and Y774.
Phosphorylation on residue Y731 is differentially regulated by SFK, whereas Y700 and
Y774 are mostly phosphorylated in a Syk-dependent manner. c-Cbl KO and c-Cbl

YF/YF

platelets had a reduced spreading and clot retraction was significantly delayed. Our
results describe a novel role for c-Cbl in platelet outside-in signaling.
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1 Materials
All reagents were obtained from Sigma (St. Louis, MO, USA) unless stated otherwise.
Anti-phospho-c-Cbl Y731, Y774, and SFK-phospho Y416 were purchased from Cell
Signaling Technology (Denver, MA, USA). Anti-phospho-c-Cbl Y700, anti-c-Cbl,
CD41-PE, JON/A-PE and P-selectin-FITC antibodies were purchased from BD
Bioscience (San Jose, CA, USA). Anti-phosphotyrosine antibody 4G10 antibody was
from Millipore (Billerica, MA, USA). PP2 and PP3 were from Enzo Life Sciences
(Plymouth Meeting, PA, USA). AYPGKF was custom synthesized at Invitrogen
(Carlsbad, CA, USA). Spleen Tyrosine Kinase Inhibitor, 3-(1-Methyl-1H-indol-3-ylmethylene)-2-oxo-2,3-dihydro-1H-indole-5-sulfonamide (OXSI-2) was obtained from
Calbiochem (San Diego, CA, USA). Human fibrinogen (plasminogen, vWF and
Fibronectin depleted) was from Enzyme Research Laboratories (South Bend, IN, USA).
All reagents were analytical grade.

2.2 Mice
The generation of c-Cbl KO and c-Cbl

YF/YF

has been previously described

106,107

. Mice

were maintained on a mixed C57BL/6JX129SvJ background and experiments were
performed in compliance with the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee
(IACUC) at Temple University.
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2.3 Studies with Human Platelets
Platelets were isolated from freshly drawn venous blood, collected from healthy
volunteers with informed consent and aggregation studies were performed as previously
described108. The donors claimed not to have taken any medication during two weeks
prior to blood collection. Platelet count was adjusted to of 3 x 108 platelets/ml for
spreading experiments and 2 x 108 platelets/ml for aggregation studies.

2.4 Studies with Mouse Platelets
Blood was collected from the vena cava of anesthetized mice as previously described108.
The platelet pellet was resuspended in Tyrode's buffer (pH 7.4) containing 0.2 unit/ml
apyrase and 10 µM indomethacin. Platelet counts were determined using a Hemavet
950FS blood cell counter (Drew Scientific Inc., Dallas, TX, USA). For aggregation
studies a density of 2 x 108 platelets/ml was used. Flow cytometry was performed as
previously described 85.
2.5 Protein Tyrosine Phosphorylation
Platelet adhesion to fibrinogen: 100 mm bacterial tissue culture plates were precoated
with 100 µg/ml fibrinogen 109. After blocking with heat-denatured BSA, 3 × 108 platelets
in 2.0 ml were added and incubated for the indicated periods of time at 37°C in a CO2
incubator. Platelets adherent to fibrinogen were gently rinsed twice in phosphate-buffered
saline, reaction was stopped by the addition of cold lysis buffer (150 mM NaCl, 25 mM
Tris (pH 7.6), 1% Nonidet P-40, 2 mM EDTA, 2 mM EGTA, 1 mM sodium
orthovanadate, 10 mM sodium fluoride,

and 10 µg/ml leupeptin). After protein
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determination (BCA protein assay kit, Thermo scientific, Fremont, CA, USA), 40-80 µg
of total cell lysate was electrophoresed on 8% SDS-PAGE gels.

Proteins were

transferred to a PDVF membrane (Millipore Corp, Bedford, MA, USA), subjected to
Western blotting 85, blocked for 1 hr with odyssey blocking buffer and incubated with
the appropriate antibody 1:500 (v/v) in odyssey blocking buffer with 0.1% (v/v) Tween
20 (16 hr, 4ºC). After washing, membranes were incubated with the appropriate LICOR
secondary antibody (1hr, 4ºC). Phosphorylation of proteins was visualized and quantified
using the Odyssey system.
In some experiments platelets were treated with the SFK inhibitor PP2 (10 µM), its
negative analog PP3 (10 µM) or with the Syk inhibitor OXSI-2 (2 µM) 10 min prior to
plating them over the fibrinogen coated surface.

2.6 Microscopy
Washed human or murine platelets (1 x 106 platelets/ml) were plated on fibrinogencoated cover slips for the indicated time point at 37°C in a CO2 incubator. When
indicated, platelets were treated with PP2 (10 µM), PP3 (10 µM) or OXSI-2 (2 µM) as
described above. Adherent cells were fixed with 3.7% paraformaldehyde for 20 min. For
confocal microscopy platelets were permeabilized with 0.1% Triton X-100. Rhodaminephalloidin (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) was used to stain F-actin. Platelets were
examined with a confocal system (LEICA TCS FP5 X, Wetzlar, Germany). Images were
processed in Adobe Photoshop. Surface areas of at least 20 platelets per experiment were
measured using Image-J Software. In other set of experiments human or murine platelets
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were analyzed by differential interference contrast (DIC) using a Nikon Eclipse TE300
with a digital camera DXM1200 (Nikon Instruments Inc, Melville, NY, USA).

2.7 Clot Retraction
Human or murine platelets were isolated as previously described. A suspension of 500 µl
for human platelets and 100 µl of murine platelets at a concentration of 3 x108
platelets/ml was added to a glass cuvette, mixed with 1mM CaCl2 and 0.2-0.4 units/ml of
thrombin. In some experiments, exogenous fibrinogen was added to a final concentration
of 0.1 mg/ml. Platelets were allowed to retract and photographed at the indicated time
points.

2.8 Statistical Analysis
Each experiment was repeated at least 3 times. Results are expressed as means ± S.E.M.
with number of observations n. Data was analyzed using GraphPad Prism 5® software.
Significant differences were determined using Student´s t-test. Differences were
considered significant at p≤ 0.05.

3. Results

3.1 c-Cbl is tyrosine phosphorylated in human platelet outside-in signaling
The role of phosphorylated c-Cbl protein downstream of integrin αIIbβ3 is still poorly
understood. To identify the specific tyrosine residues on c-Cbl that are phosphorylated
during integrin mediated signaling, we allowed human platelets to spread over a
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fibrinogen-coated surface. Western blot analysis was performed using phospho-specific
antibodies that detect tyrosine phosphorylation sites Y700, Y731 and Y774

51

. As a

robust c-Cbl tyrosine phosphorylation downstream of GPVI has been previously
described

79,104

we used convulxin (Cvx) treated platelets as a positive control. c-Cbl

tyrosine phosphorylation occurred by 20 minutes and it was sustained until 45 minutes
(Figure 1).

This result indicates that c-Cbl is phosphorylated on all three tyrosine

residues during platelet outside-in signaling.

Figure 1. c-Cbl activation downstream of α IIbβ 3. A) Human Platelets (3 x108
platelets /ml) were plated over fibrinogen (100 µg/ml) coated plates for the indicated
time points. Reaction was stopped with cold lysis buffer. Lysates were examined for
c-Cbl phosphorylation using phosphospecific antibodies for residues Y700, Y731
and Y774 as indicated. Equal protein loading was detected with anti c-Cbl antibody.
Cells were also treated with convulxin (Cvx) to ascertain tyrosine phosphorylation
of Cbl (positive control). All blots are representative of 3 experiments.
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3.2 Regulation of c-Cbl phosphorylation by tyrosine kinases
To elucidate how c-Cbl tyrosine phosphorylation is regulated downstream of integrin
signaling in platelets, inhibitor studies were performed. Treatment of platelets with the
SFK inhibitor PP2, abolished tyrosine phosphorylation of the residues Y700, Y731, and
Y774 on c-Cbl (Figure 2A), while PP3 (negative control) had no effect. Densitometry
analysis showed that PP2 inhibition is significant when compared with platelets with no
treatment (Figure 2B) indicating that integrin activation results in SFK-dependent c-Cbl
phosphorylation.

Figure 2. Role of SFKs over c-Cbl phosphorylation. A) To determine the role of
SFKs over c-Cbl phosphorylation downstream of αIIbβ3, platelets were incubated
for 10 min with 10µM of Pan SFKs inhibitor PP2 or its negative control PP3 and
then plated over fibrinogen coated plates for the indicated time points
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Figure 2. B) Densitometry
analysis of 5 experiments.
Bars represent mean ±
S.E.M. of the ratio of
phosphorylated

protein

over total protein. Student
t-test performed (p<0.05,
no treatment vs. PP2).
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The above results do not identify the role of Syk in c-Cbl phosphorylation, since Syk
kinase activation is also dependent on SFK’s activity 15,110. To elucidate the role of Syk,
platelets were treated with OXSI-2, a know Syk inhibitor 111. OXSI-2 caused inhibition of
c-Cbl Y700 and Y774 phosphorylation (Figure 3A) suggesting that these tyrosines are
phosphorylated in a Syk-dependent manner. Interestingly, phosphorylation of c-Cbl Y731
was not affected by Syk inhibition (Figure 3A middle panel). To ascertain that OXSI-2
was not affecting SFKs activity, phosphorylation of Y416 (marker of SFKs activation)
was examined under the same experimental conditions. As demonstrated in Figure 3B,
SFK activity downstream of αIIbβ3 was intact when the Syk inhibitor OXSI-2 was used
at a concentration of 2 µM. Densitometry analysis revealed that the decreased
phosphorylation seen on Y700 and Y774 is significantly different when compared to
untreated platelets, while OXSI-2 has no significant effect over the phosphorylation of
residue Y731 (Figure 3C).

Together, these results established that fibrinogen binding to αIIbβ3 results in SFK
activation leading to c-Cbl Y731 phosphorylation and subsequent Syk-dependent
phosphorylation of c-Cbl residues Y700 and Y774.
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A)

B)

Figure 3. Effect of Syk inhibition over c-Cbl phosphorylation downstream of α IIbβ 3. A) To
determine the role of Syk mediated phosphorylation downstream of αIIbβ3 platelets were
incubated for 10 min with 2 µM of Syk inhibitor OXSI-2 and then plated over fibrinogen
coated plates for the indicated time points. B) SFKs p-Y416 was also analyzed to confirm its
intact activity under the same experimental conditions.
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Figure 3. C) Densitometry
analysis of 5 experiments.
Bars represent mean ±
S.E.M. of the ratio of
phosphorylated

protein

over total protein. Student
t-test performed (p<0.05,
no treatment vs. OXSI-2
for residues Y700 and
Y774; ns: non-significant
for residue Y731).
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3.3 Functional effect of c-Cbl tyrosine phosphorylation on outside-in signalingmediated events in human platelets

At the cellular level, integrin outside-in signaling regulates functional responses such as
cell spreading and cell retraction. To better understand the functional outcome of c-Cbl
tyrosine phosphorylation we investigated whether spreading over fibrinogen and clot
retraction are affected by inhibition of the kinases responsible for c-Cbl phosphorylation
and correlated these results with c-Cbl function. As shown in Figure 4A, SFK or Syk
inhibition results in decreased platelet spreading, suggesting that among other events, cCbl phosphorylation on residues Y700, Y731 and Y774 may be important for platelet
spreading. In contrast to the spreading experiments, clot retraction was only affected
when platelets were treated with PP2 whereas Syk inhibition had no effect (Figure 4B).
It is important to note that the clot retraction results with PP2 are different from those
reported by Flevaris et al 93, wherein the inhibition of SFKs with the same concentration
of PP2 (10 µM) resulted in enhanced clot retraction. To rule out the possibility that
platelet treated with PP2 had any secretion defect or that the concentration of fibrinogen
present in our preparation was not enough to sustain retraction, exogenous fibrinogen (0.1
mg/ml) was added, however, even under these conditions clot retraction did not occur
(Supplementary Figure 1). Thus, it is possible that the differences in results are due to
other components present on platelet rich plasma, that are not contained in our washed
platelet system.
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A)

B)

Figure 4. Functional effect of c-Cbl tyrosine phosphorylation on outside-in signalingmediated events in human platelets. A) Human platelets (1 x 106 platelets/ml) were
treated with PP2 (10 µM) or OXSI-2 (2 µM) for 10 min prior to be plated on
fibrinogen-coated cover slips for the indicated time point. After 3 times washing
with PBS, adherent cells were fixed with 3.7% paraformaldehyde and analyzed with
DIC imaging. B) Clot retraction analysis of human platelets treated with PP2 and
OXSI-2.
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As clot retraction occurs after thrombin stimulation, we evaluated whether c-Cbl
phosphorylation occurs by GPCR signaling using a high dose of AYPGKF (500 µM) as
an agonist. Upon stimulation, phosphorylation of the three c-Cbl tyrosine residues occurs
only after 60 seconds of activation, time frame in which outside-in signaling is occurring
(Supplemental Figure 4).

Furthermore, when the fibrinogen receptor antagonist SC

57101 was used, the phosphorylation of residue Y700, Y731 and Y774 was dramatically
decreased. This result indicates that GPCR activation does not contribute to the clot
retraction process through c-Cbl.

Collectively, our results indicate that Syk kinase activity, and therefore c-Cbl Y700 and
Y774 phosphorylation does not appear to have a major role in clot retraction, whereas
SFK- dependent c-Cbl Y731 phosphorylation correlates with both cell spreading and clot
retraction.

3.4 Physiological significance of c-Cbl tyrosine phosphorylation in platelets
c-Cbl phosphotyrosine residues Y700, Y731, and Y774 are known to interact with the
SH2-domain containing proteins Vav, PI3K, and Crk/CrkL, respectively

58,98-100

. Based

on these known interactions and the results shown above, we investigated the
physiological consequence of c-Cbl tyrosine phosphorylation in platelet functional
responses mediated by outside-in signaling. Of the three tyrosine residues, Y700, Y731,
and Y774, we have obtained a knock-in mouse c-Cbl YF/YF, in which Y737 (equivalent of
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Y731 in human c-Cbl) was mutated to F737

106

. We examined integrin-mediated

spreading by performing all studies in the presence of apyrase and indomethacin to
eliminate the contribution of any secreted ADP and generated thromboxane A2. We
evaluated the role of c-Cbl and particularly of residue Y737 by comparing platelet
spreading on a fibrinogen-coated surface in platelets from WT, c-Cbl KO and c-CblYF/YF
mice. After fixation, platelets were stained with Rhodamine-phalloidin and analyzed by
confocal microscopy. Figure 5A shows that in contrast to WT platelets, platelets from cCbl KO or c-CblYF/YF mice exhibited very few filopodia formations and partly reduced
spreading. Quantification of the area of at least 20 platelets per experiment, confirmed
that there was a significant difference between the total areas of platelets from c-Cbl KO
or c-CblYF/YF mice compared to WT mice (Figure 5B). The total platelet area of mutant
platelets was significantly different than WT platelets (WT=0.122± 0.03 pixels; c-Cbl
KO= 0.07 ± 0.02 pixels; c-CblYF/YF=0.06 ± 0.02 pixels). The similarity of reduced
spreading observed between c-Cbl KO and c-CblYF/YF indicates that c-Cbl function in
outside-in signaling is largely defined by Y737.

To address the question of whether the mutation on residue Y737 affects the activity of
the kinases responsible for c-Cbl phosphorylation, we analyzed the general phosphotyrosine pattern as well was the activation state of SFK and Syk by Western blotting.
Comparable levels of total phosphorylation and activation of SFK or Syk was observed
between WT and the c-CblYF/YF platelets (Supplemental Figure 3A–C)
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Figure 5. Role of c-Cbl Y731 on platelets spreading. A) Platelets from WT, c-Cbl KO
or c-Cbl

YF/YF

were treated with apyrase (0.2 unit/ml) and indomethacin (10 µM)

and allowed to spread over a fibrinogen-coated cover slip for the indicated time
point. After fixation with 3.7% paraformaldehyde, platelets were permeabilized
with 0.1% Triton X-100 and stained with Rhodamin-palloidin (red). Platelet
morphology was analyzed using confocal microscopy.
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Figure 5. B) Surface area
quantitation of at least
20

platelets.

represents

Graph

mean

±

S.E.M of platelet area.
Student t-test performed
(p < 0.05, WT vs. c-Cbl
KO and WT vs. c-Cbl
YF/YF

). Representative of

3 different experiments.

To out rule the possibility that the spreading defect is due to a global effect of c-Cbl gene
ablation or mutation on the expression of αIIbβ3 and/or activation, expression levels of
αIIb (CD41) on the surface of platelets from WT, c-Cbl KO and c-CblYF/YF mice were
examined using flow cytometry. No significant difference was observed among the three
genotypes (Figure 6A). A similar approach was taken to analyze the AYPGKF-induced
integrin activation (Jon/A binding) and platelet secretion (P-selectin). No significant
difference was observed (Figure 6B and 6C) suggesting that there is no integrin
activation or secretion abnormality on c-Cbl KO or c-CblYF/YF platelets downstream of
protease-activated receptors. Collectively, these results clearly indicate that the reduced
spreading in c-Cbl KO and c-CblYF/YF platelets is inherent to integrin-mediated signaling
towards the cytoskeleton.
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A)
Figure 6. CD41 expression,
integrin aIIbb3 activation and
a granule secretion on c-Cbl
KO and c-Cbl YF/YF platelets.
A) Washed platelets from
WT, c-Cbl KO and c-CblYF/YF
mice were analyzed for aIIb
expression with CD-41-FITC
antibody. B) WT, c-Cbl KO
B)

and

YF/YF

c-Cbl

were

stimulated with the indicated
dose

of

PAR

4

agonist

AYPYKF for 15 minutes in
the presence of FITC-labeled
anti-P-selectin (CD62) to test
a granule secretion or with
PE-labeled JON/A antibody to
evaluate

integrin

aIIbb3

(C).

Graphs

activation

represent mean ± S.E.M of %
C)

positive cells of 3 different
experiments.
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To further investigate the functional significance of c-Cbl tyrosine phosphorylation we
evaluated the morphology of c-Cbl KO and c-CblYF/YF platelets with DIC imaging,
wherein platelets membranes are intact. After initial contact with fibrinogen, adherent
WT platelets exhibited actin-rich filopodial extensions and variable degrees of spreading
after 45 min over fibrinogen, acquiring the characteristic shape of an almost completely
spread platelet. In contrast, platelets from c-Cbl KO or c-CblYF/YF mice show a variable
degree of spreading, being partly reduced with only few filopodial extensions that appear
truncated or shorter than those in WT platelets. The formation of the truncated filopodia
is SFK and Syk-dependent as inhibition of both the kinases totally abolished platelet
spreading (Supplemental Figure 2A). The body of the platelet contains a variable number
of actin nodules and even after 45 min of attachment over fibrinogen, mutant platelets
failed to acquire the characteristic shape seen with WT platelets (Figure 7A).

In accordance to the defect seen on the actin cytoskeleton on spreading conditions,
platelets from c-Cbl KO or c-CblYF/YF mice demonstrated a significant delay in clot
retraction when compared to WT platelets (Figure 7B). Even after addition of exogenous
fibrinogen (0.1 mg/ml), mutant platelets failed to fully retract (Supplemental Figure 2B).
These results indicate the important role of c-Cbl and of the phosphorylated reside Y737
in cytoskeletal rearrangements.
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Figure 7. Physiological role of c-Cbl Y731 in platelet outside-in signaling. A) Murine
platelets were allowed to adhere to a fibrinogen-coated cover slip. After 3 times
washing with PBS, adherent cells were fixed with 3.7% paraformaldehyde and
analyzed with DIC imaging. B) Clot retraction analysis of platelets from c-Cbl KO
and c-Cbl YF/YF animals.
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4. Discussion

Platelet outside-in signaling is an important event in hemostasis and thrombosis as it
mediates intracellular responses that regulate thrombus growth and stability. However,
many of the signaling mechanisms downstream of integrin activation are poorly
understood. c-Cbl has been identified as a protein activated by integrins 24,87,102,103,105 and
through its phosphorylated tyrosine residues, it mediates signaling cascades by recruiting
Vav, PI3K and Crk/CrkL

61,99,100

. Nonetheless, the physiological role of c-Cbl integrin-

mediated signaling and the mechanism of phosphorylation of the tyrosine residues in
platelets are not determined. We report that, upon activation, c-Cbl undergoes tyrosine
phosphorylation on its three major phosphorylation sites Y700, Y731 and Y774 and it
plays a pivotal role in platelet aIIbb3-mediated functional responses.

Using pharmacological inhibitors we have identified that c-Cbl tyrosine residues are
differentially phosphorylated in a SFK and Syk-dependent mechanism (outlined in Figure
7C). The role of SFKs in outside-in signaling has been established and is known to be
proximal to the integrin

15,112

. Of the several SFKs expressed in platelets, both Src and

Fyn have been found to associate with the b3 integrin cytoplasmic tail 94,95,113. However,
recent studies by Boylan et al

32

have identified that FcγRIIA associates with aIIbb3,

which suggest that the integrin signals as a immune-like receptor. Hence Lyn kinase
activation upon integrin clustering might be also involved. At this point we have not
identified the specific SFKs that are involved in the tyrosine phosphorylation of c-Cbl in
platelets.
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Figure 7. C) Model depicting the signaling events implicated in c-Cbl
phosphorylation downstream of aIIbb3: Fibrinogen binding to aIIbb3 cause SFKs
activation. The active kinases will phosphorylate c-Cbl on Y731 and activate Syk,
which in turn, will phosphorylate c-Cbl Y700 and Y774. The phosphorylated
tyrosines 700 and 774 will recruit SH2-domain containing proteins that play a role
in platelet spreading, while phosphorylated Y731 recruit molecules important for
both platelet spreading and retraction.
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Syk activation is known to be dependent of SFKs activity both downstream of integrin
activation

15

and GPVI pathways

19

, suggesting that SFKs and Syk are activated

sequentially. The fact that c-Cbl Y731 is phosphorylated only by SFK (Figure 2-3B)
suggests that this event is located proximal to integrin activation, rather than the
phosphorylation of Y700 and Y774, which is dependent on Syk activity (Figure 3A).
Because Syk catalytic activity requires SFK activation we would anticipate that
phosphorylation of these tyrosine residues is temporally regulated.

Using over expression systems, Freshchenko et al
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demonstrated that the three tyrosine

residues in c-Cbl are potentially phosphorylated by Src, Fyn, Yes and Syk. The
association between Src and c-Cbl has been shown to be mediated by Src-SH3 domain
interaction with c-Cbl PXXP motifs 114,115; the subsequent phosphorylation events and the
preference of SFK for Y731 over Y700 and Y774 might relate to its recognition motif.
Although the three tyrosines are surrounded by motifs recognized by Src, Y731 lies in a
consensus sequence (Y731EAM) that contains elements considered highly specific for
Src recognition 116,117.

In order to understand the functional outcome of c-Cbl differential tyrosine
phosphorylation we also examined the effect of inhibiting the kinases responsible for cCbl phosphorylation and correlated these results with two major outside-in signaling
outcomes: platelet spreading and clot retraction. We found excellent correlation between
SFK inhibition (and hence inhibition of phosphorylation of all three tyrosines) and both
spreading and clot retraction. However, Syk inhibition correlated with platelet spreading
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but not with clot retraction. As Y731 phosphorylation was unaffected by Syk inhibition,
we postulated that this phosphorylation plays an important role in platelet spreading and
clot retraction (outlined in Figure 7C). On the other hand phosphorylation of Y700 and
Y774 might only play a role in spreading by the possible recruitment of Vav and
Crk/CrKL. This is consistent with the decreased spreading phenotype observed in Vav1/3
-/-

platelets 118.

To further evaluate the role of Y731 phosphorylation, we investigated platelet outside-in
signaling in c-Cbl KO and in c-CblYF/YF. We chose to target Y731, in preference to Y700
or Y774, because this site is unique to c-Cbl, i.e. it is not present in Cbl-b, and because
several studies have showed that pY731 recruits p85 promoting the activation of PI3K
61,99,100

. Therefore targeting this site in mouse would determine the in vivo significance

of a c-Cbl-specific function that cannot be compensated for by Cbl-b. Relative to WT
platelets, platelets from c-Cbl KO or c-Cbl

YF/YF

exhibited a partly reduced spreading

when observed by confocal microscopy or with DIC imaging. We have eliminated the
possibility that this defective spreading is due to deficiencies in integrin expression,
activation, or granule secretion (Figure 6). Furthermore, analysis of the activation of the
kinases involved in c-Cbl phosphorylation demonstrate that both SFK and Syk are
equally activated in c-CblYF/YF and WT platelets (Supplemental Figure 3B, C) which
indicates that the defect seen is likely due to lack of Y737 phosphorylation alone.
Another important observation is that the spreading defect of c-Cbl KO platelets is almost
identical to platelets from c-CblYF/YF mice. Similarly, we observed a dramatic delay in the
clot retraction of platelets from c-Cbl KO or c-Cbl

YF/YF

compared to those from WT

mice. Even when we challenged the system by the addition of exogenous fibrinogen, the
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defect in clot retraction is present in c-Cbl KO and c-CblYF/YF platelets (Supplemental
Figure 2B). These results also indicate that c-Cbl E3 ubiquitin ligase activity is not
playing a role downstream of integrin signaling as the RING finger domain is intact in cCbl

YF/YF

mice119. Taken together our results demonstrate that c-Cbl’s adapter function

and more specifically phosphorylation of Y731 are of pivotal importance in platelet
outside-in signaling.

An important consequence of c-Cbl Y731 phosphorylation in platelets is Syk-dependent
phosphorylation of c-Cbl on Y700 and Y774. The levels of c-Cbl phosphorylation on
residues equivalent to Y700 and Y774 are extremely low in mouse platelets allowed to
spread on fibrinogen, probably due to the fact that murine platelets do not express
FcγRIIa and thus do not spread well on fibrinogen. This limiting factor precluded us
from analyzing the phosphorylation state of c-Cbl in WT vs. c-CblYF/YF mouse platelets
downstream of αIIbβ3 engagement. However, the observation that phosphorylation of
Y700 and Y774 was delayed and reduced in c-CblYF/YF relative to WT mouse platelets
following stimulation with the potent GPVI-specific agonist, CRP, clearly demonstrates
that phosphorylation of c-Cbl on Y731 is critical for phosphorylation of Y700 and Y774
in platelets (Supplemental Figure 3D, E). This finding is consistent with results of
previous studies in other cell types cells have suggested the possibility that there is a
positive cooperation between the tyrosine phosphorylation sites of c-Cbl 51,120.

The mechanism responsible for the cooperative tyrosine phosphorylation of c-Cbl by
SFKs and Syk is, however, not known. Previous studies have established that the
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interaction of Syk with c-Cbl involves the c-Cbl tyrosine kinase binding domain (TKB),
which does not encompass Y731, and a phosphotyrosine residue at position 323 within
Syk121,122. Furthermore, we found that Syk is equally activated in c-CblYF/YF and WT
platelets allowed to spread on fibrinogen (Supplemental Figure 3C). These findings
indicate that phosphorylation of c-Cbl Y731 is not involved in Syk activation per se. An
alternative possibility is that phosphorylation of Y731 induces a conformational changes
in c-Cbl that makes additional tyrosine residues more accessible to the kinase domain of
Syk.

Further studies are needed to determine the precise mechanism by which

phosphorylation of c-Cbl on Y731 supports Syk-dependent phosphorylation of Y700 and
Y774.

Considering that PI3K is by far the best known partner of Y731 and that PI3K function is
of great importance in platelet outside-in signaling 123,124, phosphorylation of Y731 is an
event that might be critical for proper localization and function of PI3K. Thus, we
speculate that Y731 phosphorylation is rapidly needed after integrin engagement; being
regulated by SFKs, whose activation occurs rapidly after fibrinogen binding, will
promptly create a docking site for PI3K. Nonetheless, we cannot rule out the possibility
that the defects seen in the c-Cbl YF/YF are due to some other unidentified Y731 partners.
Consistent with our speculation, we have recently shown that PI3K activity is
upregulated in c-CblYF/YF osteoclasts, indicating that c-Cbl-PI3K interaction provides a
regulatory effect in various signaling pathways119. Whether this is the case in platelets
remains to be investigated, but the similarities between integrin signaling in different cell
types may indicate that the mechanism delineated here of αIIbβ3 signaling may be
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relevant to integrins in a variety of biological contexts.
In conclusion, we propose a platelet outside-in signaling mechanism in which c-Cbl
adapter function is necessary for the formation of signaling complexes in the appropriate
location and time. As per our model (Figure 7C) interactions among c-Cbl, Src and Syk
result in actin cytoskeleton rearrangement, filopodia and lamellipodia formation,
spreading and clot retraction.
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Supplemental figures:

Supplemental Figure 1. Effect of Src Family Kinase inhibition over clot retraction in
human platelets:
A suspension of 500 ml of human platelets at a concentration of 3 x108 platelets/ml was treated
for 10 min with PP2 (10 µM) or PP3 (10 µM) and then added to a glass cuvette, mixed with 0.1
mg/ml of fibrinogen, 1mM CaCl2 and 0.2 units/ml of thrombin. Platelets were allowed to
retract and photographed at the indicated time points.
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Supplemental Figure 2. Effect of SFK and Syk inhibition over murine platelet functional
responses:
A) Murine platelets (1 x 106 platelets/ml) were treated for 10 min with PP2 (10 µM), PP3
(10µM) or OXSI-2 (2 µM) and then allowed to adhere to a fibrinogen-coated cover slip. After
3 times washing with PBS, adherent cells were fixed with 3.7% paraformaldehyde and
analyzed with DIC imaging.
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Supplemental Figure 2B) Clot retraction analysis of platelets from c-Cbl KO and c-Cbl YF/YF
animals. Platelets were treated for 10 min with PP2 (10 µM), PP3 (10µM) or OXSI-2 (2 µM)
and then added to a glass cuvette, mixed with 0.1 mg/ml of fibrinogen, 1mM CaCl2 and 0.4
units/ml of thrombin. Platelets were allowed to retract and photographed at the indicated time
points.
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Supplemental Figure 3. Analysis of outside-in and GPVI signaling mediated events in c-Cbl KO
and c-Cbl YF/YF platelets. Platelets from WT, c-Cbl KO and c-Cbl YF/YF were allowed to spread
over a fibrinogen-coated surface (100 µg/ml) for the indicated time points.
A) Phosphotyrosine, B) SFK activation (pY416) and C) Syk activation ( pY 525/526). For Syk
activity 3 different experiments were quantitated. Bars represent mean ± S.E.M. of the
ratio of phosphorylated protein over total protein. Student t-test performed (p<0.05, c-Cbl WT
vs. c-Cbl YF/YF
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Supplemental Figure 3. D) Phosphorylation of Y700 and Y774 in c-CblYF/YF platelets was analyzed
downstream of GPVI. Platelets were stimulated for the indicated time points with 10 mg/ml CRP in a
Lumi-aggregometer. Total cell lysate was subjected to western blotting and analyzed for p-Y700 and pY774.

E) Quantification of 3 different experiments. Bars represent mean ± S.E.M. of the ratio of

phosphorylated protein over total protein.
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Supplemental Figure 4. Role of GPCR signaling in c-Cbl tyrosine phosphorylation.
A) Washed human platelets (2 x 108) were stimulated for the indicated time points with 500 µM of
AYPGKF (PAR 4 agonist) and analyzed for c-Cbl Y700, Y731 and Y774 phosphorylation. The same
experiment has performed in the presence of SC 57101 (αIIbβ3 antagonist) to inhibit outside-in
signaling. Representative blot of 3 different experiments. B) Representative aggregation tracing of
AYPGKF stimulation.
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Abstract
Platelet outside-in signaling regulates important morphological changes such as cell
spreading and retraction. A possible role for FcγRIIa in outside-in signaling has been
recently described. Using murine platelet expressing human transgenic FcγRIIa we
provide direct evidence for the role of FcγRIIa in platelet outside-in signaling. Transgenic
murine platelets spread more on fibrinogen when compared to WT platelets.
Furthermore, we provide evidence for a novel role for FcγRIIa in clot retraction.
Importantly, the role of FcγRIIa in clot retraction was independent of its association with
Syk kinase as evidence by the kinetics of retraction with the Syk inhibitor OXSI-2. The
enhanced functional responses are reflected in increased Syk phosphorylation and activity
as downstream targets PLCγ2 and c-Cbl Y774 also exhibit increased phosphorylation.
Nonetheless, the WT counterparts exhibit phosphorylation of Syk and PLCγ2 suggesting
that murine platelets have evolved an alternative FcγRIIa-independent outside-in
signaling mechanism.
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1. Introduction
Platelet outside-in signaling is a complex and dynamic process in which integrin αIIbβ3
transmits signals to the actin cytoskeleton. An important part of the process is the
activation of tyrosine kinases from the Src family kinases (SFK) and spleen tyrosine
kinase (Syk). Src, which is constitutively bound to β3 cytoplasmic tail, becomes activated
upon integrin clustering

21,125

and transmits signals which recruit and activate Syk

kinase15.

Syk is a tyrosine kinase that contains two Src-homology 2 domains (SH2). Due to the
known interaction of Syk-SH2 domains with immunoreceptor tyrosine-based activation
motifs (ITAM’s), Syk was thought to be a kinase involved exclusively in classical
immunoreceptor signaling. Subsequently, Syk was identified as important mediator of
integrin signaling126,127 but the important question of how the SH2 domains of Syk were
engaged in an integrin signaling context remained elusive. In an elegant study, Woodside
et al

96

described the direct binding of Syk to the β3 tail and proposed a model in which

Syk was activated independently of ITAM domains. However, blocking FcγRIIa with
mAb IV.3 or using platelets from a patient with an autoantibody-induced shedding of
GPVI that expressed reduced levels of a crippled FcγRIIa receptor, Boylan et al32
proposed a different model that identifies FcγRIIa as the ITAM-bearing adaptor required
for Syk activation in platelet outside-in signaling.
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Our group identified c-Cbl as an important component of αIIbβ3-mediated signaling 23.
In human platelets, we identified two different tyrosines on c-Cbl (Y700 and Y774) as
Syk substrates. We observed significantly lower levels of Syk phosphorylation in murine
platelets compared to human platelets spread over fibrinogen, which precluded us from
analyzing c-Cbl phosphorylation in our mouse model. As murine platelets do not express
FcγRIIa, this result led us to rationalize that indeed FcγRIIa is required for platelet
outside-in signaling and drives the observed difference in Syk phosphorylation between
human and murine platelets. Nonetheless, the precise role of FcγRIIa in outside-in
signaling remains to be determined, as murine platelets do spread over fibrinogen and
some Syk phosphorylation occurs upon fibrinogen binding. Also, a significant difference
in platelet spreading over fibrinogen exists between WT and Syk

-/-

platelets15.

Furthermore, results by Boylan et al 32 might be explained by steric hindrance of the mAb
IV.3 with the integrin and/or by a global effect on platelet function by the autoantibody
inhibition of GPVI. Thus, whether or not FcγRIIa is required for platelet outside-in
signaling remains to be clarified. The aim of this study is to provide direct evidence for
the role of FcγRIIa in platelet outside-in signaling using mice transgenic for human
FcγRIIa.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1 Materials
All reagents were obtained from Sigma (St. Louis, MO, USA). Anti- c-Cbl-phospho
Y774, Syk-phospho Y525/526, PLCγ2-phospho Y729, and PLCγ2 total were purchased
from Cell Signaling Technology (Denver, MA). c-Cbl total was from BD Bioscience
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(San Jose, CA). Anti-total Syk was from Santa Cruz biotechnology (Santa Cruz, CA).
Spleen Tyrosine Kinase Inhibitor, 3-(1-Methyl-1H-indol-3-yl-methylene)-2-oxo-2,3dihydro-1H-indole-5-sulfonamide (OXSI-2) was obtained from Calbiochem (San Diego,
CA). Human fibrinogen was from Enzyme Research Laboratories (South Bend, IN).

2.2 Mice
Transgenic FcγRIIa mice have been described128. Experiments were performed in
compliance with the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committees at Temple University
and Thomas Jefferson University.

2.3 Murine Platelet isolation
Blood was collected from the vena cava of anesthetized mice. The platelet pellet was
resuspended in Tyrode's buffer (pH 7.4) containing 0.2 unit/ml apyrase and 10 µM
indomethacin. Platelet counts were determined using a Hemavet 950FS (Drew Scientific
Inc., Dallas, TX). Protein phosphorylation, spreading over fibrinogen, clot retraction and
microscopy analysis were performed as previously described 23.

2.4 Statistical Analysis
Each experiment was repeated 3 times. Results are expressed as means ± S.E.M. Data
was analyzed using GraphPad Prism 5®. Significant differences were determined using
Student´s t-test and considered significant at p≤ 0.05.
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3. Results and Discussion
To elucidate the role of FcγRIIa in platelet outside-in signaling we used washed murine
platelets from a transgenic mouse model in which human FcγRIIa is expressed. We first
confirmed the functionality of FcγRIIa by cross-linking the receptor with mAb IV.3 and
GAM F(ab)’2 fragments. As seen on Figure 1A, FcγRIIa is functional in murine
transgenic platelets as aggregation occurs upon direct stimulation of FcγRIIa.

Integrin outside-in signaling regulates functional responses such as cell spreading and
clot retraction. Figure 1B-i shows an image of platelets spreading over fibrinogen from
WT animals vs. FcγRIIa transgenic mice.

Quantitative analysis (Figure 1B-ii)

demonstrates a significant difference (p= 0.0379) in the area of platelets expressing
human FcγRIIa vs. WT at 45 min spreading. Additionally, clot retraction analysis
identified a novel role for FcγRIIa in the retraction process. Platelets from FcγRIIa
transgenic mice retract faster than their WT counterparts (Figure 1C) demonstrating
enhanced retraction kinetics. Using pharmacological inhibitors our previous work
identified a role for Syk kinase in platelet spreading but not in clot retraction23. In
agreement with this, platelets from FcγRIIa transgenic mouse model treated with the Syk
inhibitor OXSI-2 (Figure 1C) retract with the same kinetics as control platelets. Together,
we conclude that FcγRIIa aids in clot retraction independently of its association with Syk.
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Figure 1. Functional analysis of outside-in signaling-mediated events in human
Fcγ RIIa transgenic murine platelets. A) Representative aggregation tracing of WT
vs. FcγRIIa platelets. Washed murine platelets (2 x 108 platelets/ml) were stimulated
with Convulxin (200 µg/ml) or with IV.3 (1 µg/ml) and GAM F(ab)’2 fragments (50
µg/ml) B-i) Murine platelets were allowed to adhere to a fibrinogen-coated cover
slip for the indicated time points. Adherent cells were fixed with 3.7%
paraformaldehyde and analyzed with DIC imaging. B-ii) Surface area quantitation
of at least 15 platelets. Graph represents mean ± S.E.M of platelet area. Student ttest performed (p < 0.05, WT vs. FcγRIIa). C) Clot retraction analysis of WT vs.
FcγRIIa platelets. Where stated platelets were treated with the Syk inhibitor OXSI2 (2 µM) 10 minutes prior clot retraction analysis. Each image is representative of 3
different experiments.
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The results shown in Figure 1 demonstrate that FcγRIIa is playing a pivotal role in
platelet-outside in signaling. Indeed, the enhanced functional responses are reflected in
the phosphorylation state of Syk Y525/526 (activation marker). Figure 2A-i shows a
representative western blot analysis of Syk phosphorylation at 20 and 45 minutes of
platelet spreading over a fibrinogen-coated surface. Densitometry of three different
experiments indicates that outside-in signaling-mediated Syk phosphorylation is higher in
FcγRIIa transgenic platelets vs. WT (Figure 2A-ii. mean WT 45 min. 100% vs. mean
FcγRIIa 45 min. 140.73%).

To further investigate the signaling events mediated by FcγRIIa upon fibrinogen binding,
we analyzed downstream substrates of Syk. As seen on Figure 2B-C, PLCγ2 (Figure 2B-ii
mean WT 45 min. 100% vs. mean FcγRIIa 45 min. 121.64%) and c-Cbl Y774 (Figure
2C-ii mean WT 45 min. 100% vs. mean FcγRIIa 45 min. 180.18%) exhibited enhanced
phosphorylation demonstrating increased Syk kinase activity. Importantly, both Syk and
PLCγ2 phosphorylation, although enhanced in FcγRIIa transgenic mice, is also occurring
in the WT counterparts indicating that murine platelets have a FcγRIIa-independent
mechanism of αIIbβ3→Syk→ PLCγ2 activation.

The findings of our current study provide direct evidence of the role of FcγRIIa in platelet
outside-in signaling. Not only does our study identify a novel Syk-independent role for
FcγRIIa in clot retraction, but it also support the notion that murine platelets have evolved
a alternative mechanism of outside-in signaling than human platelets. Whether there is
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another ITAM receptor involved in wild-type murine platelet outside-in signaling needs

Figure 2. Effect of Fcγ RIIa expression on signaling events downstream of α IIbβ 3. A)
Murine platelets (3 x108 platelets /ml) were plated over fibrinogen (100 µg/ml) coated
plates for the indicated time points. Lysates were examined for A-i) Syk phosphorylation
using phosphospecific antibodies for residues 525/526 or with anti Syk antibody. A-ii)
Densitometry analysis of 3 experiments. Bars represent mean ± S.E.M. of the percentage
of phosphorylated protein. WT 45 min set to 100%. B-i) Phosphorylation and B-ii)
densitometry analysis of Syk-downstream target PLCγ 2 Y-729. C-i) Phosphorylation
and C-ii) densitometry analysis of Syk-downstream target c-Cbl Y774.
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to be further elucidated.
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1.Introduction
After vascular injury, platelet activation by exposed sub-endothelial collagen is a key step
that initiates signaling cascades that lead to hemostatic plug formation and bleeding
arrest129.

The platelet collagen receptor is a complex between glycoprotein VI and Fc

Receptor γ-chain (GPVI/FcRγ)130. As the extracellular Ig domains of GPVI binds
collagen, the immuno-receptor tyrosine-activation motif (ITAM) within the cytoplasmic
portion of FcRγ becomes phosphorylated by the GPVI associated Src Family kinases
(SFK), Fyn and Lyn19,131. The dual phosphorylated ITAM acts as a docking site for the
spleen tyrosine kinase (Syk), which in turn undergoes phosphorylation at different
tyrosine residues including Y-525/526,Y-323 and Y-352. Although Syk-/- animals are
embrionically lethal, a conditional platelet knockout has been generated in which
aggregation, secretion, and arachidonic acid formation in response to GPVI agonists are
defected31. Thus, the role of Syk kinase in GPVI signaling is undisputed. Upon Syk
activation a signaling cascade through PLCγ2 is initiated, resulting in Ca++ mobilization,
diaglycerol (DAG) production and protein kinase C (PKC) activation, events that mediate
platelet granule secretion and thromboxane A2 generation (TxA2). TxA2 and secreted
ADP will in turn activate nearby circulating platelets and act in an autocrine fashion to
further enhance platelet activation through TP, P2Y1 and P2Y12 receptor activation.

PKC is a family of serine/threonine kinases that consist of 10 distinct isoforms
categorized into three classes based on their lipid and cofactor requirements132: the
classical isoforms (α, β, and γ) that require DAG and Ca++ for their activation, the novel
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isoforms (δ, θ, ε, and η) that require DAG but are Ca++ insensitive and the atypical
isoforms (ξ and λ) which activate in a DAG and Ca++ independent manner but require
phosphatidylinositide triphosphate133. The role of PKC in platelets has been extensively
studied. Seven isoforms are expressed in platelets (α, β, δ, θ, ε, η and ξ) each one with
specific functions that regulate different functional responses. In the context of GPVI
signaling, our group has established that PKCδ negatively regulates dense granule
secretion by means of a molecular complex that involves Lyn and SHIP-1134. PKCθ role
is controversial as it has been shown to positive135 and negatively136 regulate granule
secretion upon GPVI activation. Furthermore, using GPVI stimulated PKCθ-/- platelets it
was proposed that PKCθ down-regulates store-independent Ca++ entry and thus
modulates Ca++ signal137. Recently, Gilio et al
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studied the differential role of PKC

isoforms in collagen-mediated thrombus formation.

The authors demonstrate a

differential role for conventional isoforms α and β promoting thrombus formation by
positively regulating granule secretion, while novel isoform θ inhibit thrombus formation
by regulating Ca++ signal and phosphatidylserine (PS) exposure.

The notion that PKC regulate Syk kinase activity has been described in endothelial cells
as a PKCδ-dependent serine phosphorylation of Syk regulates thrombin induced ICAM
expression139. In platelets, a somewhat opposite result was described by Pula et al
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as

they postulate that active Syk is required for PKCα activation, locating Syk upstream of
PKCα. A growing amount of evidence suggest an intimate relation between PKC
dependent serine/threonine phosphorylation and tyrosine kinases141-143. In recent years
our laboratory has been devoted to elucidate the signaling events downstream of GPVI
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and has described the role of signaling molecules that negatively regulate Syk kinase
activity104,82. In line with our previous research, in the present study we investigate the
negative regulation of Syk by PKC in GPVI signaling. We show that in human platelets
inhibition of PKC leads to Syk hyper-phosphorylation on residues Y525/526 and Y323
while residue Y352 phosphorylation is unaffected . PKC negative regulates Syk activity
as downstream targets LAT and c-Cbl Y700 are hyper-phosphorylated. In contrast,
PLCγ2 and Ca++ mobilization are unaffected by PKC mediated Syk regulation.
Importantly, the negative regulation of Syk is GPVI specific as other signaling pathways
in which Syk is involved do not exhibit enhanced Syk kinase activity upon PKC
inhibition. Furthermore, we demonstrate that PKC-mediated negative regulation of Syk
kinase activity is unique to human platelets. Finally we identified PKC β as the isoform
responsible for Syk negative regulation on GPVI signaling.

2. Experimental procedures
2.1 Materials
All reagents were from Sigma (St Louis, MO) unless stated. Anti-Syk (4D10 and N19),
anti-PLCγ2 (Q-20) and anti-LAT (LAT-01) were from Santa Cruz (Santa Cruz, CA).
Antiphosphospecific Syk (Tyr525/Tyr 526, Tyr 323 and Tyr 352), antiposphospecific
LAT (Tyr191), antiphosphospecific PLCγ2 (Tyr 759) and anti-c-Cbl were from Cell
Signaling Technology (Beverly, MA). Convulxin was purified according to the method
of Polgar et al144. Collagen (type I, equine tendon) was from Chronolog (Havertown,
PA). Collagen-related peptide (CRP) was a gift from Dr. Richard Farndale . Fura-2/AM
were obtained from Molecular Probes. Pan-PKC inhibitors GF109203X and Ro31-8220
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were from biomol (now ENZO life sciences Inc, Plymouth Meeting CA). PKC isoform
inhibitors θ/δ and β are from EMD Millipore, (Bilirica MA). All other reagents were
reagent grade, and deionized water was used throughout.
2.2 Mice
WT Mice were maintained on a C57BL background and experiments were performed in
compliance with the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) at Temple
University. The generation of transgenic FcγRIIa mice has been previously described128.
Mice were maintained on a C57BL/6J background and experiments were performed in
compliance with the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committees at Temple University
and Thomas Jefferson University.

2.3 Preparation of Human Platelets
Human blood was obtained from healthy volunteers with informed consent in a one-sixth
volume of acid-citrate-dextrose (2.5 g of sodium citrate, 1.5 g of citric acid, and 2.0 g of
glucose in 100 ml of H2O). Platelet-rich plasma was prepared by centrifugation of
citrated blood at 230 × g for 20 min at room temperature. Acetylsalicylic acid was added
to platelet-rich plasma to a final concentration of 1 mM, and the preparation was
incubated for 45 min at 37 °C followed by centrifugation at 980 × g for 10 min at room
temperature. The platelet pellet was resuspended in Tyrode's buffer (138 mM NaCl, 2.7
mM KCl, 2 mM MgCl2, 0.42 mM NaH2PO4, 5 mM glucose, 10 mM HEPES, pH 7.4)
containing 0.2 units/ml apyrase. The platelet count was adjusted to 2 × 108 cells/ml.
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2.4 Preparation of Mouse Platelets
Blood was collected from anesthetized mice into syringes containing 1/10 blood volume
of 3.8% sodium citrate as anticoagulant. Red blood cells were removed by centrifugation
at 100 × g for 10 min at room temperature. Platelet-rich plasma was recovered, and
platelets were pelleted at 400 × g for 10 min at room temperature. The platelet pellet was
resuspended in Tyrode's buffer, pH 7.4, containing 0.05 unit/ml apyrase to a density of 2
× 108 cells/ml. Platelet counts were determined using a Hemavet 950FS blood cell
counter (Drew Scientific Inc., Dallas, TX, USA).

2.5 Platelet Aggregation, Secretion, and Intracellular Ca++ Mobilization
Platelet aggregation was measured using a lumiaggregometer (Chrono-Log, Havertown,
PA) at 37 °C under stirring conditions. A 0.5-ml sample of aspirin-treated washed
platelets was stimulated with Convulxin (200 µg/ml), Collagen (10 µg/ml), CRP (5
µg/ml), Rodocytin (300 nM) for the indicated time points. Change in light transmission
was measured. Platelets were preincubated with GF109203X (5µM) or Ro31-8220 (10
µM) where noted before agonist stimulation. The chart recorder (Kipp and Zonen,
Bohemia, NY) was set for 0.2 mm/s. Experiments in which platelets were allowed to
spread over fibrinogen were performed as previously described23. Platelet secretion was
determined by measuring the release of ATP by adding luciferin-luciferase reagent.
Platelet ATP release and aggregation were performed in a lumiaggregometer at 37 °C
simultaneously. Platelet Ca++ mobilization was also measured. Platelet-rich plasma was
incubated with 5 µM Fura-2/AM and 1 mM aspirin. Fluorescence was measured, and the
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Ca++ concentration was calculated as previously described 145.
2.6 Western Blotting
Platelets were stimulated with agonists for the appropriate time, and the reaction was
stopped by the addition of 3 × SDS sample buffer. In some experiments, GF109203X (5
µM) was added and incubated for 3 min at 37 °C without stirring before agonist
stimulation. Total cell lysate was electrophoresed on 8% SDS-PAGE gels. Proteins were
transferred to a PDVF membrane (Millipore Corp, Bedford, MA, USA), subjected to
western blotting, blocked for 1 hr with odyssey blocking buffer and incubated with the
appropriate antibody 1:500 (v/v) in odyssey blocking buffer with 0.1% (v/v) Tween 20
(16 hr, 4ºC). After washing, membranes were incubated with the appropriate LICOR
secondary antibody (1hr, 4ºC). Phosphorylation of proteins was visualized and quantified
using the Odyssey system.

2.7 Statistical Analysis
Each experiment was repeated at least 3 times. Results are expressed as means ± S.D.
with number of observations n. Data was analyzed using GraphPad Prism 5® software.
Significant differences were determined using 2-way ANOVA and Student´s t-test.
Differences were considered significant at p≤ 0.05.

3. Results
3.1 Syk kinase tyrosine phosphorylation is differentially regulated by PKC
It has been established that different PKC isoforms positively and negatively regulate
platelet functional responses downstream of GPVI signaling134-136, but the role of PKC
regulating upstream effectors such as Syk is poorly understood. We investigated the role
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of PKC on Syk tyrosine phosphorylation by using Pan-PKC inhibitor GF109203X
(GFX). As can be seen on Figure 1-A Convulxin (Cvx) stimulation causes platelet
aggregation and secretion. As expected, when PKC’s are inhibited, dense granule
secretion is abolished which in turn generates a weak aggregation. Western blot analysis
show that Cvx induces phosphorylation of Syk at residues Y525/526, Y323 and Y352
peaks between at 30 sec, followed by TULA-2 dependent82 de-phosphorylation of all 4
tyrosine residues. However, in platelets treated with the pan-PKC inhibitor GF109203X,
Syk residues Y-525/526 and Y-323 exhibit a significantly higher and persistent
phosphorylation than untreated platelets (Figure1-Bi). In contrast, phosphorylation of Syk
residue Y352 is not affected by PKC inhibition (Figure 1-Bii) suggesting a differential
regulation of Syk tyrosine phosphorylation by PKC. Upon PKC inhibition stimulation of
platelets with the physiological agonist of GPVI collagen or with collagen-related-peptide
(CRP) Syk kinase exhibits the same pattern of phosphorylation at residues Y525/526
(Figure 1-C) and of residues 323 and 352 (data not shown). Together, this data identifies
a role for PKC negatively regulating Syk phosphorylation.
Figure 1A) Human platelets
were

incubated

with

5µM

GF109203X (GFX) for 3 min
prior to stimulation with the
GPVI agonist convulxin (Cvx;
200 µg/ml). Platelet aggregation
was assessed by turbidimetric
aggregometry over a period of 3
min. Dense granule secretion
was measured by monitoring
adenosine triphosphate release
using
reagent.

a

luciferin-luciferase
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3.2 Events upstream of Syk kinase activation are unaffected by PKC inhibition.

In GPVI signaling, Syk kinase is activated in an SFK-dependant pathway. Fyn and Lyn
phosphorylate tyrosine residues on the ITAM domain of FcRγ chain, creating docking
sites for Syk recruitment and activation146. In turn, Syk undergo autophoshorylation of at
least 10 different tyrosine residues including Y352, Y323 and Y525/526147. The
observation that Y352 ,Y323 and Y525/526 are differentially phosphorylated upon PKC
inhibition argues in favor of a regulation at the level of Syk and not at upstream events. In
fact, SFK activation and subsequent FcRγ phosphorylation are not regulated by PKC, as
phosphorylation of SFK-Y416 (activation marker) and tyrosine phosphorylation of FcRγ
is not affected in platelets treated with GFX (Figure 2A-B). This suggests that in GPVI
signaling, events upstream of Syk kinase activation are not regulated by PKC.
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Figure 1 Bi) Platelets were treated as described in panel A, stimulated with 200 µg/mL Cvx for 0, 30,
60 and 180 seconds, the protein precipitated, and phospho-Y525/526 and phospho Y-323 and Bii)
phospho Y-352 of Syk and total Syk were probed. To the right, mean ± S.E.M of relative Syk
phosphorylation of 5 experiments for Cvx in untreated (

) and GFX treated (

) platelets was

plotted against time and a 2-way analysis of variance performed (P < .001,untreated vs. GFX treated
platelets). C) Same as B except that platelets were stimulated using GPVI agonist collagen (10 µg/ml)
and collagen-related peptide (CRP) (5 µg/ml).
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3.3 PKC differentially regulates Syk kinase activity and downstream events
It has been well established that GPVI signaling cascade is initiated by tyrosine kinases
Fyn and Lyn. Further downstream, GPVI signaling requires Syk activation to initiate
Ca++ mobilization trough the formation of the LAT signalosome, which is a complex of
several proteins including LAT, SLP-76, Vav and PLCγ2 146. Although Syk Y-525/526
phosphorylation is suggested as a marker of its kinase activity, we investigated whether
the observed negative regulation of its tyrosine phosphorylation by PKC is reflected in its
kinase activity by analyzing the phosphorylation of downstream targets LAT, c-Cbl and
PLCγ2. As seen in Figure 3A, LAT p-Y191 exhibit a significant increase in
phosphorylation in platelets treated with GFX indicating that Syk activity towards LAT is
up-regulated. The same result accounts true for c-Cbl Y700 (supplemental Figure 1). In
contrast, PLCγ2 Y-759 tyrosine phosphorylation is not affected by PKC inhibition and
shows the same pattern of phosphorylation as control platelets (Figure 3-B) indicating
that differential regulation of Syk tyrosine phosphorylation results in differential
regulation of downstream targets.

PLCγ2 dependent Ca++ mobilization and diaglycerol (DAG) production is of outmost
importance for platelet activation as from it depends PKC activation and platelet
secretion148 among other events. Thus, PLCγ2

activity is tightly regulated and

phosphorylation alone is not sufficient to determine its activity149. Furthermore, Gilio et
al138 has proposed that PKC might regulate intracellular Ca++ levels. In order to address
whether PLCγ2 activity was directly regulated by PKC or affected by the increase Syk
kinase phosphorylation and activity, we analyze Ca++ mobilization downstream of GPVI
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signaling in conditions in which PKC’s are inhibited, with and without EGTA to
specifically assess intracellular Ca++. As can be seen on Figure 3-C, control platelets Ca++
mobilization in response to Cvx is not significantly different than in platelets treated with
GFX (DMSO Mean 121.94±28.2 vs. GFX mean 86.96±18.50, p=0.07) even in the
presence of EGTA (DMSO Mean 29.89±3.275 vs. GFX Mean 25.44±2.496 p=0.0391)
suggesting that intracellular Ca++ mobilization downstream of GPVI is nor regulated by
PKC. Our data provides evidence that as in B-cells150 in platelets Syk Y352 but not
Y525/526 is the residue that mediates PLCγ2 association and activation.

3.4 Secretion-mediated feedback does not regulate Syk activity
As can be seen on Figure 1A our experimental design causes a complete inhibition of
granule secretion. During collagen-induced platelet activation a cross-talk between GPVI
and Gi protein signaling exist151. Concomitant Gi-dependent signaling initiated by
secreted ADP, regulates many of the functional outcomes of GPVI signaling, including
PI3K activation152. Furthermore, ADP signaling is required to obtain full platelet
aggregation as evidenced by the effect of ADP antagonistic compounds on platelet
aggregation induced by GPVI145. In order to address whether the effect seen on Syk
kinase phosphorylation and activity was directly by PKC and out rule the possibility that
a secretion-mediated feedback mechanism was involved in this negative regulation we
treated platelets with GFX and added ADP back into the experimental system to mimic
granule secretion. As can be seen on Figure 4A, addition of ADP to GFX treated
platelets augment the aggregation response although not to the extent of non-treated
platelets. When analyzing whether an ADP-mediated feedback mechanism is responsible
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Figure 2. Effect of PKC inhibition on Syk upstream molecules Src-Family kinases
(SFK) and Fcγ R. A) Human platelets were treated as described in Figure 1A.
Analysis of phospho-SFK Y416 (activation marker) and total Fyn. B) Analysis of
phosphorylation of FcγR using anti-phospho tyrosine antibody 4G10. Total c-Cbl is
analyzed as loading control. All blots representative of 3 different experiments.
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Figure 3. PKC inhibition results in differential regulation of Syk kinase function over downstream
targets LAT and PLCγ 2. Human platelets were treated as on Figure 1A. A) Analysis of
phosphorylation of LAT phospho-Y 191 and total LAT or B) PLCγ 2 phospho-Y759 and total
PLCγ 2 . To the right mean ± S.E.M of relative phosphorylation of LAT and PLCγ 2 in 3 different
experiments in untreated ( ) and GFX treated (

) platelets was plotted against time. C) FURA-

2-AM-loaded human platelets were treated with GFX or vehicle DMSO in the presence or
absence of EGTA and stimulated with Cvx (200 µg/mL). Ca++ mobilization was measured using a
spectrofluorometer. The change in intracellular calcium was then measured. Mean ± S.E.M
plotted. Student-t-test was performed and no significant (ns) difference were found in GFX
treated vs. untreated platelets. Data from 3 independent experiments.
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for Syk negative regulation we observe that Syk phosphorylation on residues Y525/526
remains significantly higher on platelets treated with GFX than untreated platelets even in
the presence of ADP (Figure 4B-C). This result allows us to conclude that the negative
regulation of Syk kinase is directly mediated by PKC.

3.5 PKC-mediated negative regulation of Syk kinase is exclusive to GPVI signaling
Syk kinase is a tyrosine kinase that acts downstream of several receptors17,153. In
platelets, the importance of Syk kinase activity downstream of ITAM-containing
receptors GPVI/FcRγ6,31,146 and the IgG receptor FcγRIIa32,

semi-ITAM containing

receptor CLEC-214,33 and integrin αIIbβ315 is well documented. Thus, an important
question is whether the PKC-mediated negative regulation of Syk activity is exclusive to
GPVI or is shared by all pathways that utilize the kinase. We analyzed Syk kinase
phosphorylation state when directly activating platelets through FcγRIIa (Figure 5A),
integrin αIIbβ3 (Figure 5B) and CLEC-2 (Figure 5C) in the presence or absence of GFX.
None of the signaling pathways exhibit enhanced Syk phosphorylation upon PKC
inhibition suggesting that the PKC-mediated negative regulation of Syk is exclusive to
GPVI signaling.
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Figure 4. ADP-dependent signaling does not restores Syk phosphorylation kinetics in the
presence of PKC inhibition. A) Representative aggregation tracings of human platelets
stimulated with Cvx 200 µg/mL in the absence and presence of the pan PKC inhibitor
GFX (5 µM). In some cases, samples were concomitantly stimulated with Cvx 200 µg/mL
and ADP 10 µM. B) Analysis of Syk phospho-Y526/526 and total Syk. C) Mean ± S.E.M
of relative phosphorylation of Syk in 4 different experiments in Cvx stimulated ( ), Cvx
stimulation in GFX treated platelets (

) or Cvx + ADP stimulated platelets in the

presence of GFX ( ) was plotted against time.
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Figure 5. PKC-mediated negative regulation of Syk kinase is exclusive to GPVI signaling. A)
Human platelets were stimulated with mAb VI.3 (1 µg/mL) and F(ab) fragment (25 µg/mL) to
crosslink and directly stimulate FcγRIIA signaling. Phospho-Y525/526 and total Syk were
analyzed at the indicated time points. In some samples platelets were treated with GFX as
described in Figure 1A B) GFX treated or untreated platelets were allowed to spread over a
fibrinogen coated surface (100 µg/mL) for the indicated time points. Reaction was stoped by
addition of cold lysis buffer. Lysate was analyzed for Syk phospho Y-525/526 and total Syk. C)
CLEC-2 signaling was analyzed by directly stimulating plateets with Rodocytin (300 nM). To
inhibit PCK function platelets were treated with the pan PKC inhibitor Ro 318220 (10 µM; 10
min incubation). Syk phospho-Y525/526 and total Syk were analyzed. All blots representative
of at least 3 different experiments.
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3.6 PKC β is the isoform responsible for Syk negative regulation in GPVI signaling
In an attempt to identify which PKC isoform was responsible for Syk hyperphosphorylation, we performed experiments with individual PKC null murine platelets.
Interestingly, in contrast to human platelets, none of the genotypes tested including WT
platelets exhibited Syk hyper-phosphorylation (Figure 6A left panel) indicating that the
mechanism of GPVI signaling differs between murine and human platelets.

Beside GPVI/FcRγ, human platelets express other ITAM bearing proteins that act
through a signaling cascade similar to GPVI resulting in Syk activation. One of these
proteins is FcγRIIa that has recently been postulated as the ITAM-bearing receptor
mediating Syk activation in platelet outside-in signaling32. As FcγRIIa is not expressed
in murine platelets154 we hypothesized that the difference observed between GFX treated
murine and human platelets was related to a redundant signal from concomitant
stimulation of GPVI and FcγRIIa (through outside-in signaling) to Syk in human
platelets. In order to address this hypothesis, we use GFX treated platelets from a mouse
model transgenic for human FcγRIIa128 stimulated with Cvx. As seen on Figure 6A (right
panel)

murine

platelets

expressing

human

FcγRIIa

did

not

exhibit

Syk

hyperphosphorylation when treated with GFX indicating that this is not the mechanism
involved in human platelets regulation of Syk kinase. Furthermore, it points out to a
differential regulation of collagen signaling in human and murine platelets.
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As PKC isoform-specific KO models can not be used to address which isoform is
responsible for Syk negative regulation in GPVI signaling, we utilize a different
approach: pharmacological inhibitors. We inhibited the activity of PKC δ, θ and β. PKCα
was not analyzed as it has been previously shown to be acting downstream of Syk kinase
in GPVI signaling140. As can be seen on Figure 6B only when we inhibited PKC β we
obtain the same level of Syk hyper-phosphorylation than with GFX. All other isoforms
tested do not have an effect on how Syk is regulated in GPVI signaling. This result
unequivocally identifies PKC β as the isoform responsible for Syk negative regulation in
GPVI signaling in human platelets.

4. Discussion
After vascular injury subendothelial collagen is exposed initiating important events
leading to platelet activation and hemostasis though direct contact with the platelet
collagen receptor GPVI.

Therefore, proper GPVI negative regulation is of critical

importance to prevent excessive platelet activation and harmful thrombus formation. In
the study presented here, we have elucidated a novel role for PKC β isoform as a
negative regulator of GPVI signaling by virtue of differential regulation of Syk
phosphorylation state and functions (LAT and c-Cbl phosphorylation vs. PLCγ2 activity).
Furthermore, we demonstrate PKC β-dependent regulation of Syk kinase is unique to
GPVI pathway in human platelets (depicted in Figure 7).
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Figure 6. PKC β is the isoform responsible for Syk negative regulation in human
GPVI signaling. A) Platelets from WT animals or from a mouse model expressing
human transgenic FcγRIIA (ht FcγRIIA) were stimulated with Cvx 200 µg/ml for
the indicated time points. Some samples were treated with the pan PKC inhibitor
GFX prior to stimulation as described on legend for Figure 1A. Syk phosphoY525/526, phospho-Y 352 and Total Syk were analyzed. B) Human platelets were
stimulated with Cvx 200 µg/ml for 180 sec in the presence and absence of PKC
isoform δ, θ and β inhibitor at the indicated concentrations. Samples are compared
to the effect of pan PKC inhibitor GFX. Western blot analysis of Syk phosphoY525/526 and total Syk. Representative of 3 different experiments.
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It has been demonstrated that tyrosine phosphorylation events are critical for platelet
activation downstream of GPVI signaling. In this context, Syk kinase play a pivotal role
as exemplified by the marked defects seen in platelet functional responses in response to
GPVI agonist in Syk-/- platelets31.

In platelets, GPVI signaling requires Syk activation

for the formation of the LAT signalosome, which is a complex of several proteins
including LAT, SLP-76, Vav and PLCγ2. However in addition to tyrosine kinases, the
PKC family of serine/threonine kinases are required to orchestrate important GPVImediated events such as granule secretion134.

Studies in endothelial cells have demonstrated that PKC δ regulates Syk activity139. In
this study we have analyzed the role of PKC as negative regulators of Syk kinase in
platelets. Initially we used the pan PKC inhibitor GFX to address this question and Syk
phosphorylation state on different tyrosine residues as our read-out. This initial analysis
leads us to identify a PKC-dependent negative regulation of three different tyrosine
residues on Syk, namely residues Y525/526 and residue 323.

In sharp contrast, the

fourth tyrosine residue analyzed, Y352, was unaffected by PKC inhibition. As Syk
residues Y525/526 are located in the kinase domain, its phosphorylation is recognized as
an activation marker. Nonetheless, our study shows for the first time that in platelets, Syk
functions diverge depending on its phosphorylation state. While residues Y252/526 and
Y323 might regulate the association and phosphorylation of LAT and c-Cbl respectively,
the phosphorylation state of residue Y352 is crucial for PLCγ2 phosphorylation and
activity. This was demonstrated by the analysis of Ca++ mobilization, which did not
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Figure 7.

Model depicting PKC β negative regulation of Syk kinase in GPVI

signaling. Stimulation of the collagen receptor GPVI leads to a signaling cascade
initiated by SFK’s Fyn and Lyn. Downstream target Syk is then recruited to the
ITAM-domain containing molecule FcγR resulting in Syk kinase activation and
auto-phosphorylation of residue Y525/526, Y323 and Y352. Syk kinase will in turn
associate and phosphorylate downstream targets LAT, c-Cbl and PLCγ 2 resulting in
DAG production and Ca++ mobilization. Classical PKC isoform β will undergo
activation and recruitment to the plasma membrane where it will in turn negative
regulate Syk kinase function towards LAT and c-Cbl while not affecting PLCγ 2
activity. In cases in which this PKCβ negative regulation of Syk does not occur
(exemplified as GFX treatment), an aberrant Syk phosphorylation state on residues
Y525/526 and Y323 occurs leading to enhanced Syk activity reflected in hyperphosphorylation of LAT and c-Cbl.
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exhibited any abnormality even though Syk Y525/526 is hyper-phosphorylated (Figure
3).In fact work in B-cells demonstrated that although residue Y525/526 was important for
the kinase activity of Syk, mutation of residues Y352 did not affect the kinase activity but
almost completely eliminated its binding to PLCγ1 and completely eliminated its ability
to induce tyrosine phosphorylation of PLCγ1 150. Considering the similarities between the
B-cell receptor and GPVI signaling, we consider that a parallel can be drawn between
platelets and B-cells.

The realization that PKCβ differentially regulate Syk phosphorylation and function
argues against a regulation on upstream events. As Syk tyrosine phosphorylation is a
result of an auto-phosphorylation process147, if the regulation was at the level of SFK it
should be reflected on the phosphorylation of all tyrosine residues of Syk. Nonetheless,
we exclude this possibility by analyzing the phosphorylation state of SFK Y416 and of its
direct target Fcγ receptor. As expected no effect was seen on this two markers upon PKC
inhibition (Figure 2). This result is different than the one reported by Pula et al

140

as in

their work they show a potentiation of Src activity when platelets were treated with the
pan PKC inhibitors GFX or Go6976. The reason for this difference is unknown but it is
important to note that our group has recently identified that Go6976 has unspecific
effects as it inhibits Syk kinase activity155. Although the effect over SFK was not tested,
it is reasonable to think that the unspecific effects might be affecting other tyrosine
kinases. In respect to GFX, their work uses a significantly higher concentration than ours
(20 µM vs. 5 µM), which might explain the observed difference.
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In our experimental design, the lack of available animal models and the use of
pharmacological inhibitors of PKC, which affects several platelet functional responses
(e.g granule secretion), preclude us from analyzing further the physiological
consequences of Syk hyper-activity.

Nonetheless, our laboratory has identified to

molecules that negative regulate Syk kinase function in GPVI signaling namely, the E3
ubiquitin ligase c-Cbl104 and the histidine tyrosine phosphatase TULA-282. Both animal
KO models exhibit Syk hyper-phosphorylation, enhanced kinase activity and importantly,
platelet functional responses are severely affected.

It is then logical to infer that

abnormalities in Syk kinase activity as a result of defected PKCβ regulation may lead to
impaired functional responses. As per the mechanism involved in this negative
regulation, more than just a mere coincidence between the phenotypes observed in c-Cbl
KO platelets, TULA-2 KO platelets and pharmacological inhibition of PKC β,
undergoing studies in our laboratory have identified both TULA-2 and c-Cbl as PKC
substrates (data not shown). Furthermore, a tri-molecular complex between Syk, TULA-2
and c-Cbl is formed upon GPVI stimulation. Thus, a probable PKC β-mediated
phosphorylation event might regulate the association of this molecules leading to Syk
ubiqutination and TULA-2 dependent Syk de-phosphorylation. It is important to note that
in murine platelets, TULA-2 is the phosphatase responsible for de-phosphorylating Syk,
and all tyrosine residues tested in the KO model, including Y352, were found to be
hyper-phosphorylated. The reason why in human platelets residue Y352 does not undergo
the same PKC β-dependent regulation as Y525/Y526 and Y323 is unknown, but the
possibility of another phosphatase regulating this unique and critical residue exist. In fact
Pasquet et al

156

demonstrated a role for the phosphatase SHP-1 in GPVI signaling. In
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their studies Syk and SHP-1 coimmunoprecipitated following GPVI stimulation and Syk
hyper-phosphorylation was observed in SHP-1 deficient platelets. More importantly,
SHP-1 regulation of GPVI signaling occurred only after Ca++ mobilization. Therefore, a
possible divergence in the phosphatases that regulate Syk function towards Ca++
dependent and independent function might exist. As for our results further studies are
being performed to understand the mechanism by which PKC β regulate Syk kinase and
GPVI signaling in human platelets.

To conclude we have elucidated a novel pathway of Syk kinase differential regulation by
PKC β downstream of GPVI signaling (Figure 7). This may serve to prevent uncontrolled
platelet activation and the development of thrombosis. The specific nature of this
regulation is remarkable and requires further studies to elucidate its mechanism. The fact
that is exerted over some residues of Syk (Figure 1), affecting only certain functions of
the kinase (LAT and c-Cbl phosphorylation vs. PLC γ2 activity) and even more that is
restricted to only human GPVI signaling (Figure 5 and 6A) makes it a potential target for
anti-platelet drugs.
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Analysis of Syk downstream substrate c-Cbl phosphorylation state upon PKC inhibition
with the pan PKC inhibitor GFX. Representative of 3 independent experiments
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CHAPTER 5

GENERAL DISCUSSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Platelets are important in the maintenance of hemostasis. During hemostasis, platelets
circulate in close proximity to the endothelial layer of the vessel wall without adhering to
it.

Under normal physiological circumstances, platelets play the important role of

preventing blood loss when a vessel is injured. Platelets adhere to the site of injury via
specific interactions with the exposed sub-endothelium, resulting in platelet shape
change, granule secretion and TxA2 generation. The subsequent attachment of other
platelets activated by feedback mechanisms, results is a platelet plug formation that
arrests blood loss form the vessel.

The signaling cascades initiated upon platelet activation are complex and diverse. To date
many proteins have been identified as important players of this tightly regulated event.
Nonetheless, a complete understanding of how platelet function is regulated is still far. Of
the many proteins involved in signaling cascades the E3 ubiquitin ligase c-Cbl has
recently gain attention as an important adaptor and negative regulator of cell signaling in
many cell types. Until recently the role of this proteins on platelets was unknown. This
thesis has focused on defining, in part, the role of c-Cbl in platelet outside-in signaling
and the mechanism by which c-Cbl regulates platelet functional responses. In search of a
deeper understanding of the role of c-Cbl in platelets we have also elucidated a novel role
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of another important platelet protein, the receptor FcγRIIa, in platelet outside-in signaling
and identified a novel mechanism of negative regulation of Syk kinase by PKC β. The
study of the negative regulation of GPVI signaling is of critical importance as negative
regulation of platelet activation serves to prevent unnecessary platelet activation and
potentially harmful thrombus formation.

Based on previously published data on the role of c-Cbl in other cell types such as
osteoclasts73 , we hypothesized that c-Cbl by virtue of its role as an adapter protein, was
playing a role in platelet integrin αIIbβ3 signaling. The role of SFK and Syk in platelet
integrin signaling has been extensively studied and demonstrated. To test this hypothesis,
we posed four questions: Is c-Cbl phosphorylated in platelet outside-in signaling, and if
so, which residues? Which kinase, SFK or Syk is responsible for these phosphorylation
events? Do phosphorylated c-Cbl regulate platelet functional responses? And finally, is
there a physiological significance for c-Cbl phophorylation in platelet outside-in
signaling?

Is c-Cbl phosphorylated in platelet outside-in signaling? Which residues?
In order to elucidate whether c-Cbl was being phosphorylated in platelet outside-in
signaling we use Western blot analysis to evaluate the phosphorylation state of c-Cbl in
platelets that were allowed to spread over fibrinogen.

We specifically analyzed 3

tyrosine (Y) residues on c-Cbl using commercially available antibodies. We choose to
analyze Y700, Y731 and Y774 due to their role in recruiting SH2-domain containing
proteins know to play a role in cytoskeletal rearrangements. Respectively, Y700 has been
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show to associate with Vav58, Y731 with PI3K41,51,60,61 and Y774 with CrKL59. Although
other groups have explored the role of Vav and PI3K in platelets, considerably less in
know about CrKL. The few reports that exist, points to a role of CrKL as an adapter for
Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome protein (WAS) and Syk157.

Both of these proteins are

involved in outside-in signaling158 making the future study of the role of CrkL in platelets
necessary.

As can be seen on Figure 1 of Chapter 2, we were able to identify c-Cbl phosphorylation
on the three residues tested upon fibrinogen binding. As in our experimental design
platelets are treated with aspirin and apyrase, the role of feedback mechanisms in the
observed c-Cbl phosphorylation is ruled out. Thus, we conclude that c-Cbl Y700, Y731
and Y774 are phosphorylated downstream of integrin αIIbβ3.

Which kinase, SFK or Syk is responsible for these phosphorylation events?
A signaling cascade initiated by the binding of fibrinogen leads to tyrosine
phosphorylation of many proteins including c-Cbl. The role of SFK and Syk in platelet
outside-in signaling has been clearly established. Of the members of SFK expressed in
platelets both Src and Fyn have been reported to interact with β3 cytoplasmic tail. Syk,
which is subsequently recruited to the membrane, is activated in a SFK-dependent
manner.

Freshchenko et al51 has established that c-Cbl can undergo tyrosine

phosphorylation of a SFK or Syk-dependent manner. It was then important to identify the
kinase responsible for the observed c-Cbl phosphorylation upon fibrinogen binding.
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Our studies using pharmacological inhibitors reveal a signaling cascade initiated by SFKdependent phosphorylation of c-Cbl (Figure 2 Chapter 1). All tyrosine residues tested
appeared to be non-phosphorylated when SFK were inhibited with the pan SFK inhibitor
PP2 (Figure 2B Chapter 1). Src family consists of 9 members viz, Blk, Fyn, Fgr, Hck,
Lck, Lyn, Src , Yes, and Yrk 159. Platelets express 7 of the nine vertebrate SFK members
with an exception of Blk and Yrk. Using a pan SFK inhibitor such as PP2 does not allow
us to specifically identify the isoform responsible for c-Cbl phosphorylation.
Nonetheless, taken together the result from over-expression systems51 and the fact that in
outside-in signaling Src and Fyn have been found to associate with the β3 integrin
cytoplasmic tail 94,95,113, and initiate signaling, the two most possible candidates for c-Cbl
phosphorylation are Src and Fyn. However, as FcγRIIa associates with αIIbβ3 Lyn
kinase activation might be also involved. Also, the possibility of another kinase,
regulated by SFK, which phosphorylates c-Cbl exists as none of the results shown
provide evidence of direct interaction.

As Syk kinase activation is also SFK-dependent, the results obtained with PP2 are not
sufficient to rule out a role for Syk in the signaling cascade leading to c-Cbl
phosphorylation. We used the same approach, pharmacological inhibitors, to assess the
possibility of Syk-dependent c-Cbl phosphorylation. OXSI-2 has been show to inhibit
Syk kinase activity at a concentration of 2 µM without affecting SFK activity160. As an
intact SFK function was crucial in our experimental design, we ascertain that at the
concentration used, OXSI-2 was not affecting SFK activity (Figure 3B Chapter 2). When
inhibiting Syk we observed that only phosphorylation of residue Y700 and Y774 were
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affected while residue Y731phosphorylation remained intact (Figure 3A and 3 Chapter
2). This result points to a differential regulation of c-Cbl by SFK and Syk. The nature of
this regulation is still elusive. Whether it occurs at different time points or even at
different sub-cellular locations is unknown. As SFK activation is upstream of Syk, it is
logical to infer that phosphorylation of residue Y731 occurs first. Nonetheless, many
possible scenarios can be envisioned as the nature of the associations of SFK, Syk and cCbl are diverse. Indeed, the mechanism involved in SFK and Syk interaction with c-Cbl
engage different type of molecular interactions (outlined in Figure 2 Chapter 1). An
initial interaction between SH3-domain of SFK and the proline-rich region of c-Cbl is
thought to occur to allow a SFK-dependent phosphorylation of c-Cbl tyrosine residues.
The subsequent interaction of the SH2-domain of SFK with phosphorylated c-Cbl
enhances SFK binding.

On the other hand, Syk-c-Cbl interaction is mediated by

phosphorylated residue Y323 on Syk and the variant SH2 domain of c-Cbl’s TKB
domain. Phosphorylation of Y323 is a result of auto-phosphorylation that occurs after
Syk SH2 domains interact with the ITAM domain of FcγRIIa or with tyrosine
phosphorylated β3 (discussed below and on Chapter 3). Thus a direct association of SFK
and Syk might not occur. In this case scenario c-Cbl phosphorylation might occur
concomitantly by SFK and Syk and not be necessarily temporally regulated as initially
proposed. It is also possible to speculate that if Y731 is the first phosphorylation event,
this generates a conformational change that will make Y700 and Y774 more accessible
for interaction with Syk catalytic domain. In fact, a similar mechanism of c-Cbl binding
to Src and Abl has been proposed120. In the proposed model, c-Cbl exists in a closed
conformation. Binding of Abl triggers a structural change that allows Src binding.
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Further co-immunoprecipitation studies and analysis of sub-cellular fractionation are
needed to address this remaining question.

The kinetics of activation of Src and Syk and how this correlates with the different c-Cbl
phosphorylation events would provide further insight in how the molecule is regulated in
platelet outside-in signaling. Unfortunately our experimental system (fibrinogen-coated
surface for integrin activation) does not allow to investigate shorter time points. Using
stimulation with soluble fibrinogen could overcome this difficulty, but under those
circumstances the integrin has to be synthetically activated by MnCl2, which may
generate unspecific events. Indeed, when we tried to use this method, and in accordance
with Obergfell et al

15

, Src activation was seen at early time points (10 sec) but Syk

activation as monitored by phosphorylation of residues Y525/526 was rarely achieved.

Do phosphorylated c-Cbl regulate platelet functional responses?
The finding that c-Cbl is getting differentially phosphorylated by SFK and Syk
downstream of integrin αIIbβ3 does not imply that the protein is playing a role or
modulating platelet functional responses. Outside-in signaling mediates cytoskeletal
rearrangements required for a stable hemostatic plug formation. Such cytoskeletal
rearrangement can be divided two: cell spreading, characterized by filopodial and
lamellipodial extension and cell retraction, which requires the inward movement of the
cell membrane93. In platelets both events are of outmost importance as stable platelet
adhesion, thrombus formation, and consolidation largely depends on them. In other cell
types, c-Cbl has been implicated in signaling from the integrin to the cytoskeleton. For
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example, using the c-Cbl

YF/YF

mouse model (described under materials and methods in

chapter 2) c-Cbl was shown to regulate lamellipodia formation by its interaction with
PI3K73. It was then important to elucidate whether c-Cbl phosphorylation had relevance
in the context of platelet outside-in signaling. As platelets are anucleated cells, the tools
available to study the specific role of proteins are limited. No genetic manipulations can
be performed and although some alternatives exist, such a chimeric animals, this is an
expensive and troublesome procedure. With this limitations and considering there is no
other way to modulate c-Cbl function in platelets, we decided to use pharmacologic
inhibitors of the kinases responsible for c-Cbl phosphorylation and correlate the results
observed in platelet functional responses with the role of c-Cbl. We used PP2 and OXSI2 to inhibit SFK and Syk respectively, and analyzed platelet spreading and clot retraction,
both of them commonly used as readouts of integrin αIIbβ3 signaling. We observed that
PP2 inhibited both platelet spreading a clot retraction while OXSI-2 only inhibited
spreading (Figure 4 Chapter 2). Although this result does not necessarily imply that c-Cbl
is involved in this regulation it does point to the possibility of Y731 regulating or playing
a role in cell spreading and clot retraction while residues Y700 and Y774 if at all
involved, should only be required for initial cell spreading. By inhibiting SFK we also
inhibit c-Cbl Y731 phosphorylation and thus, PI3K association. Under our experimental
conditions of spreading and clot retraction platelet secretion and ADP release is intact
stimulating the Gi-dependent PI3K activation152 . Together with the result showed by
Schoenwaelder et al 124 in which ADP receptor antagonists had no effect on the rate and
extent of clot retraction, this may suggest that c-Cbl Y731 phosphorylation in concert
with PI3K initiate signaling primarily downstream of αIIbβ3 necessary for cytoskeletal
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rearrangement that is independent of Gi-dependent activity of PI3K. On the other hand,
Syk inhibition results in a defective spreading but had no effect in clot retraction. The
spreading defect over fibrinogen has been previously described in Syk -/- chimeric mice15
and was rescued by addition of thrombin indicating that spreading can occur in a manner
independent of Syk. This might explain the clot retraction result (Figure 4B Chapter 2) in
which thrombin stimulation leads to G protein–coupled receptors activation bypassing
Syk catalytic activity inhibition. This result also indicates that phosphorylation of Y700
and Y774 and possible Vav or CrKL recruitment might be required for platelet spreading
but not for clot retraction. This is consistent with the spreading phenotype observed in
Vav1/3 -/- platelets118 .

Is there a physiological significance for c-Cbl phophorylation in platelet outside-in
signaling?
The last approach used to investigate the role of c-Cbl in integrin mediated platelet
activation was to use murine platelets deficient in c-Cbl and to use a knock-in model in
which Y737 (731 in human nomenclature) for a phenylalanine abolish the
phosphorylation and thus, c-Cbl-PI3K interaction.

Our first approach was to analyze the spreading characteristics of platelets from c-Cbl
KO and c-CblYF/YF. We allowed the platelets to spread over a fibrinogen-coated surface
and then we analyze its actin cytoskeleton with Rhodamine-phalloidin staining. Platelets
from c-Cbl KO or c-Cbl YF/YF exhibit a marked defect on spreading. The filopodial
extensions were almost absent when compared with WT platelets (Figure 5A Chapter 2),
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similarly the total platelet area of mutant platelets was significantly different than WT
platelets (Figure 5B Chapter 2). Another important observation is that the spreading
defect of c-Cbl KO platelets is almost identical to c-Cbl

YF/YF

. This suggests that the role

of c-Cbl in platelet outside-in signaling is in large part defined by the possible interaction
with PI3K. Interestingly, when carefully observing c-Cbl

-/-

or c-Cbl

YF/YF

platelets we

can see a structure that resembles actin-nodules. In platelets a similar type of structure
was previously reported by Calaminus et al 161. Although in their studies the formation of
nodules was PI3K independent, we rationalize that in our context PI3K signaling is
perturbed, and while it has no effect on actin polymerization resulting in formation of
actin nodules, it has a more profound effect downstream effects on signaling involving
small G-proteins (e.g. Cdc42, Rac and Rho) that are important for the formation of
filopodia and

lamellipodia162,163.

How this disturbance affects platelet

functional

responses can be seen in the dramatic defect that platelets from c-Cbl KO and c-Cbl
YF/YF show in their clot retraction analysis (Figure 7B Chapter 2) Furthermore, the
close resemblance of the phenotypes observed in c-Cbl -/- and c-Cbl YF/YF indicates that cCbl E3 ubiquitin ligase activity is not playing a role downstream of integrin signaling as
the RING finger domain is intact in c-Cbl

YF/YF

mice. Although immuno-precipitation

studies were not made, Syk kinase was never observed to be ubiquitinated. Then, how is
E3 ubiquitin ligase activity vs. the adapter function of c-Cbl regulated? In platelets c-Cbl
plays a fundamental role in GPVI signaling but in contrast to the results obtained in the
present dissertation regarding integrin signaling, in the context of GPVI the E3 function
is fundamental to negatively regulate Syk kinase as demonstrated by the enhanced
functional responses of c-Cbl

-/-

platelets when stimulated with GPVI agonists. At a first
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glimpse, both signaling pathways share an enormous amount of proteins and effectors
(Syk, SFK, c-Cbl, PLCγ2, ITAM-domain containing proteins among others) making it
difficult to pinpoint the nature of c-Cbl function regulation. Work in other cell types have
shed some light in respect on how c-Cbl function as an adapter or en E3 ligase is
regulated. In T-cells, a PKC θ-dependent phosphorylation of Cbl-b leads to ubiquitination
of Cbl- itself and as a result negative regulation of CD28 signaling. Also in T-cells
Checquiolo et al68 proposed a model in which PKCθ acts a regulatory switch of c-Cbl
function. When c-Cbl is serine phosphorylated by PKC it is unable to ubiquitinate
Notch3 while when in conditions in which c-Cbl is preferentially tyrosine phosphorylated
its E3 ligase activity towards Notch3 is increased. In platelets, members of the PKC
family play fundamental roles in many signaling pathways including outside-in signaling
and GPVI. Furthermore, we have been able to identify c-Cbl as a substrate for PKC in
platelets stimulated with GPVI agonists (discussed below). Whether a differential serine
phosphorylation is the mechanism by which c-Cbl preferentially acts as an E3 ligase or
an adaptor in platelets needs to be studied. Immunoprecipitation studies could help
resolve this question. Analysis of c-Cbl as PKC substrate downstream of integrin
signaling as well of analysis of the ubiquitination state of Syk in outside-in signaling can
clarify whether or not in platelets, PKC modulates c-Cbl activity. Also, Using E3 ligase
inactive c-Cbl mutant, C381A, the effect on Syk phosphorylation, platelet functional
responses and association with molecules involved in GPVI and αIIbβ3. This might
reveal not only the specific role of ubiquitination in platelets but also of molecules
involved in c-Cbl regulation of its ubiquitin ligase activity.
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An important question about c-Cbl tyrosine phosphorylation is whether cooperativity
exists between sites. The possibility of this phenomenon was first proposed in studies in
which different mutations (Y to F) on c-Cbl tyrosine residues affected how other adjacent
residues were phosphorylated51,.

On our c-Cbl

YF/YF

model we sought to elucidate

whether in platelets, downstream of αIIbβ3 this cooperativity was occurring. We allowed
platelets from WT and c-Cbl YF/YF animals spread over fibrinogen. Although our
experimental design was appropriate in human platelets, we encounter several difficulties
when analyzing murine platelets. First, the number of platelets in suspension was
significantly low as the volume of blood obtained from mice is about 1 ml per animal;
this yield low protein samples. Second, when analyzing phosphorylation events we were
not able to detect significant levels of Syk phosphorylation (supplemental Figure 3C
Chapter 2). As Y700 and Y774 are Syk substrates we were unable to analyze how this
phosphorylation events were occurring downstream of αIIbβ3 in circumstances in which
Y731 was not phosphorylated. To overcome this difficulty we analyzed phosphorylation
downstream of GPVI signaling and elucidated that in fact Y731 is required to achieve
Y700 and Y774 phosphorylation.

The result obtained with Syk kinase in murine outside-in signaling led us to rationalize
that the observed difference with human platelets was related to the absence of FcγRIIa
expression in mice. FcγRIIa is an ITAM-domain containing receptor for IgG that was
recently found to be part of the outside-in signaling complex32. It was proposed that Syk
kinase was activated by SH2-mediated associations with the phosphorylated ITAM
domain of FcγRIIa in human platelets. However, as explained in Chapter 3, in our
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experience with murine platelets, outside-in signaling, measured as platelet spreading and
retraction as well as phosphorylation of effector molecules such as Syk and SFK, was
occurring (Figure 7 and Supplemental figure 2 and 3, Chapter 2). With this in mind in
chapter 3 we decided to analyze outside-in signaling in a transgenic mouse model in
which human FcγRIIa is expressed128. We hypothesize that platelets from the FcγRIIa
transgenic model would exhibit enhanced platelets functional responses. To address this
hypothesis we formulated two questions: Are outside-in signaling mediated functional
responses enhanced in FcγRIIa platelets? Is signaling up regulated due to the expression
of FcγRIIa in murine platelets?

Are outside-in signaling mediated functional responses enhanced in FcγRIIa
platelets?
It has been established that platelet activation via FcγRIIA is a critical event in immunemediated thrombocytopenia and thrombosis syndromes (ITT). As an ITAM-domain
containing molecule, it signaling closely resembles classical immune receptors14
requiring SFK to initiate the cascade by tyrosine phosphorylation of the ITAM domain.
In turn, Syk gets recruited to the receptor and by virtue of an SH2-domain mediated
association its further activated. Both integrin mediated signaling and FcγRIIA share
common downstream target such as PLCγ2164. We first sought to determine whether
FcγRIIa was required for outside-in signaling mediated platelet functional responses. We
analyze platelet spreading and clot retraction. In accordance with our hypothesis, platelets
from our transgenic animal model had a significantly increased surface area when
compare to the WT counterparts (Figure 1 Chapter 3) indicating that indeed FcγRIIa was
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aiding in the outside-in signaling. The result obtained in our clot retraction analysis is
novel and far more interesting. We determine for the first time that FcγRIIa is also
mediating clot retraction and that this role is independent of Syk function. This is in
accordance with the results obtained in Chapter 2, in which inhibition of Syk kinase with
OXSI-2 did not directly affect the retraction kinetics. This result opens many other
questions that remained unanswered. How is FcγRIIa mediating clot retraction? Do Gprotein coupled receptors cross-talk with FcγRIIa as is the case with integrin αIIbβ3?
Although to date this aspects have no been explored, there are reports that indicate that
this might be the case. In 2006, Canobbio et al165 demonstrated that upon thrombin
stimulation FcγRIIa undergoes tyrosine phosphorylation. Furthermore, blocking FcγRIIa
with mAb VI.3 results in inhibition of platelet aggregation, pleckstrin phosphorylation
and Ca++ mobilization at low thrombin concentrations. These results indicate that FcγRIIa
can be activated in human platelets downstream G-protein-coupled receptors and suggest
a general mechanism for the reinforcement of platelet activation induced by low
concentrations of agonists and might explain the results obtained in our clot retraction
assay. The FcγRIIa transgenic murine model is a unique tool to explore this novel aspect
of platelet signaling.

Is signaling up regulated due to the expression of FcγRIIa in murine platelets?
The results discussed above locate FcγRIIa as an important mediator of outside-in platelet
functional responses. As in our original results we did not observed significant levels of
Syk phosphorylation we first sought to identify whether the expression of this receptor in
murine platelets had an impact on signaling molecules. We analyzed Syk phosphorylation
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as well as downstream targets PLCγ2 and c-Cbl Y774 that would reflect activity of the
kinase. In fact, all signaling events tested are up-regulated in our murine model when
compared to WT platelets (Figure 2 Chapter 3) confirming the role of FcγRIIa in outsidein signaling. But beyond this result, what is more important is the identification of an
alternative FcγRIIa-independent outside-in signaling pathway in murine platelets. WT
platelets exhibit a low level of Syk Y525/526 (activation marker) phosphorylation.
Nevertheless, PLCγ2 is phosphorylated almost to the same extent that in WT platelets.
How is Syk being activated in WT platelets? A very likely explanation for the observed
Syk phosphorylation is the direct interaction with phosphorylated residues on β3 tail.
This model of Syk kinase regulation in outside-in signaling was proposed by Woodside et
al96. The possibility of an unidentified ITAM-domain containing molecule playing the
role that FcγRIIa has in human platelets also exists. The presence of other Fcγ- OR
ITAM-containing adapter molecules in platelets has not been fully explored. An example
of signaling pathways that resemble the one exerted by Fcγ-/ITAM’s in other cell types,
is the one caused by dextran sulfate. Unpublished work form our laboratory has identified
a signaling pathway and several molecules that are activated by this non-physiological
agonist, most of them also playing a role downstream of typical Fcγ- pathways. To date
the receptor responsible for this signaling is unknown. A possible candidate is the
DNAX-activating protein of 12 kDa (DAP12). This ITAM-containing adapter molecule
is expressed in many hematopoietic cells including dendritic cells, plasmacytoid dendritic
cells, neutrophils, basophils, eosinophils, mast cells, monocytes, macrophages, natural
killer cells, and some B and T cells166 and it regulates important functions in other
hematopoietic cells such as osteoclasts167. The expression of this protein in human or
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murine platelets needs to be elucidated. There is a KO model for DAP-12. Studying
platelet functional responses in this animal seems as an important and interesting
methodology to fill in current gaps in knowledge about Fcγ-/ITAM’s expression and
function in platelets.

Another possible explanation for the observed difference in human an murine platelets is
the existence of a Syk-independent mechanism of PLCγ2 activation.

Some reports

suggest that downstream of FcγRIIa, PLCγ2 activation depends to on PI3K activity168
while downstream of αIIbβ3 and even GPVI signaling is thought to be dependent mainly
on Syk kinase activity with a minor role for PI3K152. This suggests that even in human
platelets

another

alternative

mechanism

exists

leading

to

PLCγ2 activation.

Physiologically, platelet activation is very complex and occurs by concomitant activation
of several agonists (e.g: ADP, thrombin, collagen). It is thus not surprising that several
pathways regulating important functional consequences such as Ca++ mobilization or cell
spreading exists. Differences among different species are then not only expected but a
natural result of evolution.

As per our original question regarding cooperativity between c-Cbl trosine residues the
current proposed model of outside-in signaling does include FcγRIIa. As syk kinase
activity is enhanced, this is reflected in the increased c-Cbl Y774 phosphorylation (Figure
2C Chapter 3). This not only reinforces our results about Y774 being a substrate for Syk,
but also further demonstrates the involvement of c-Cbl in outside-in signaling. The
current animal model of transgenic human FcγRIIa is a unique tool to study the role of
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several molecules in human outside-in signaling including c-Cbl. For example, crossing
human transgenic FcγRIIa animals CalDAG-GEF KO animals a novel model was
generated169. Using this novel tool the authors of the referenced study were able to
identify CalDAG-GEFI as a potential new target in the treatment of ITT. Thus, crossing
c-Cbl

YF/YF

animals with the human transgenic FcγRIIa animals will generate a unique

tool to elucidate c-Cbl interactions.

Our last specific aim in this dissertation was to analyze the consequences of c-Cbl serine
phosphorylation in platelets. As previously noted, the notion that the c-Cbl E3 ligase
function is regulated in a PKC-dependent manner arises from T-cells. As PKC are
playing pivotal roles in platelet activation134-136 the possibility of a cross-talk between this
two proteins is relevant to platelet physiology. We decided to move from outside-in
signaling and study events downstream of GPVI as only in this pathway has c-Cbl
function as an E3 ubiquitin ligase reported80. We hypothesized that PKC-mediated serine
phosphorylation of c-Cbl was occurring and that this event was regulating Syk kinase
ubiquitination and activity (Syk is the only know substrate for c-Cbl in platelets). We
pose two initial questions: Is c-Cbl a substrate for PKC in GPVI signaling? Is Syk
ubiquitination and/or activity affected by PKC inhibition?

Is c-Cbl a substrate for PKC in GPVI signaling?
To determine if c-Cbl was a substrate for PKC our approach was to immunoprecitate cCbl from platelets activated with the GPI agonist convulxin, and analyze the samples by
western bloting using a the commercially available antibody for PKC substrates.
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As can be seen on the figure below, this approach was successful in determining that
indeed after GPVI stimulation c-Cbl was phosphorylated by PKC in a time dependent
manner.

Is Syk ubiquitination and/or activity affected by PKC inhibition?
It has been established that Syk undergoes c-Cbl dependent ubiquitination upon
stimulation with GPVI agonist. Although traditionally, ubiquitination negatively
regulates proteins by means of proteosomal degradation, in platelets the faith of
ubiquitinated proteins remains unknown. What has been demonstrated is that Syk
ubiquitination is crucial for its negative regulation. In fact, platelets from c-Cbl -/-animals
have enhanced functional responses when stimulated with GPVI agonists. We decided
to analyze ubiquitination and phosphorylation state of Syk as a read out of c-Cbl E3
ligase function. In the case scenario in which PKC was modulating c-Cbl E3 ligase
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activity, inhibition of PKC activity should inhibit serine phosphorylation on c-Cbl and
thus Syk ubiquitination. To test this hypothesis we used pharmacological inhibition of
PKC plus an immunoprecipitation approach. We immunoprecipitated Syk from samples
in which PKC’s were inhibited by the use of the pan PKC inhibitor G109203X. We then
analyzed the ubiquitin state of Syk by proving with specific antibodies for ubiquitin.
Unfortunately, none of the antibodies tested gave us positive results. Multiple bands were
observed in each case (even in our control samples) suggesting that the antibodies are not
specific.

An alternative approach was to analyze Syk function in conditions in which PKC were
inhbited. We first analyzed Syk phosphorylation state in samples treated with
GF109203X. This analysis showed that indeed PKC inhibition was affecting Syk
phosphorylation state on residues Y525/52 and Y323 but not in residue Y352 (Figure 1
Chapter 4). An important observation of the analysis of Syk phosphorylation is the
appearance of ladder over Syk, which is a common pattern of ubiquitination (see Figure
below).
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Although this result is just an observation and a definitive proof should come from
immunoprecipitation studies, it suggests that c-Cbl ubiquin ligase activity is not affected
by PKC inhibition. It also demonstrates that association between c-Cbl and Syk is not
mediated by PKC.

The result regarding Syk hyper-phosphorylation upon PKC inhibition led us to further
analyze function of the kinase and correlate this with the differential phosphorylation
observed over Y352. We opted for analyzing phosphorylation state of 3 well-established
Syk substrates, namely PLCγ2, LAT and c-Cbl. We identified that function towards LAT
and c-Cbl, but not towards PLCγ2 was enhanced, reflection of the phosphorylation state
of Syk (Figure 3 Chapter 4). This result provides evidence that in platelets, PKC
differentially regulates Syk function.

The result discussed above opened new questions: Is this differential negative regulation
of Syk functions exclusive to GPVI signaling? Which PKC isoform regulates Syk? And
more importantly, what is the mechanism by which PKC regulate Syk function? To
address these questions we utilize different approaches including analysis of PKC
isoform specific KO platelets, translocation studies and pharmacological inhibition of
PKC isoforms.

Is this differential negative regulation of Syk functions exclusive to GPVI signaling?
In platelets Syk kinase acts downstream of several receptors17,153 including FcγRIIa32, the
semi-ITAM containing receptor CLEC-214,33 and integrin αIIbβ315.

The identified
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negative regulation of Syk by PKC was analyzed in the context of other signaling
pathways. Direct stimulation of platelets with mAb VI.3, fibrinogen or rodocytin in
condition in which PKC’s were inhibited did not lead to Syk hyperphosphorylation
(Figure 5 Chapter 4). This result indicates that PKC dependent regulation of Syk is
unique to GPVI. It is possible that this specificity is related to the PCK isoform
responsible for the observed regulation. Platelet express seven isoforms and they are not
only regulated by different cofactors132, but also differentially activated downstream of
different pathways. For example, Chari et al170 demonstrated that in PKC δ

-/-

murine

platelets, PAR4-mediated dense granule secretion was inhibited, whereas GPVI-mediated
dense granule secretion was potentiated.

Which PKC isoform regulates Syk?
The next aim of this dissertation was to elucidate the mechanism by which PKC was
regulating Syk kinase activity and determine if c-Cbl was involved. In order to address
that important aim we needed to first identify the PKC isoform responsible for the
observed Syk negative regulation. Our first approach was the analysis of Syk
phosphorylation in platelets from different PKC isoform KO animals. To our surprise in
mouse platelets (even in WT and human transgenic FcγRIIa animals) PKC-dependent
Syk negative regulation does not occur (Figure 5 Chapter 4). This result limited our
possibility of elucidating the physiological consequences of Syk hyper-phosphorylation.
Nonetheless, we opted for a second approach namely, pharmacological inhibitors of
specific PKC isoforms. We compare Syk phosphorylation state with the results obtained
when inhibiting PKC δ,θ and β and we were able to identify PKCβ as the isoform
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responsible for Syk hyper-phosphorylation (Figure 6 Chapter 4). The role of PKCβ in
platelets has been poorly studied despite the fact that a KO animal model is available.
The few reports that exist have identified a role for PKCβ in platelet outside-in
signaling171. In GPVI-mediated signaling PKCβ regulates granule secretion and thrombus
formation by means of positively regulating sustained Ca++ mobilization138. This studies
utilizes murine platelets, thus the unique role of PKCβ in human platelets has not been
studied.

What is the mechanism by which PKC regulate Syk function?
As anucleated cells, platelet are not amenable for genetic manipulation. Thus, the tools
available to study platelet physiology are restricted. In the specific cases in which
responses are unique to human platelets the tools available are even scarcer. Availability
of patients with specific mutations that affect certain functions of platelets are rare. In the
last specific aim of this dissertation we elucidated a pathway that is unique to GPVI
signaling and unique to human platelets. Based on the characteristics of the signaling
pathway and on the shared phenotype observed in our results and in the c-Cbl

-/-

platelets

(Syk hyper-phosphorylation) we infer that a role of c-Cbl in this pathway is probable.
Our initial hypothesis-that PKC modulated c-Cbl ubiquitin ligase activity towards Sykwas proven to be not likely the mechanism by which PKC negatively regulates Syk
function. However, this does not imply that c-Cbl is not involved in the mechanism. We
demonstrated that c-Cbl is a PKC substrate in GPVI signaling. Even more, previous
unpublished work from our laboratory have identified association between c-Cbl and
TULA-2, the phosphatase that de-phosphorylates Syk in platelets82. These data are in
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agreement with Kowanetz et al172 who observed an association between TULA-2 and cCbl in HEK293T cells and Agrawal et al173, who showed an association between Syk and
TULA-2 in HEK293T cells. Thus, a likely mechanism by which PKC regulates Syk
function might involved a PKC-dependent association between c-Cbl, TULA-2 and Syk.
In-vitro kinase assay could identify which of the suspected molecules is indeed a
substrate for PKCβ. Also, work in nucleated cells, although not necessarily reflecting
what occurs in platelets might aid in the identification of associations and determine
residues required for such associations. For example, for Syk, a mutation at Y323 to
phenylalanine would prevent its binding to c-Cbl. A tryptophan to leucine mutation in
the SH3 of TULA-2 to render its SH3 domain unable to bind proline rich domains of cCbl and for c-Cbl, a Glycine 306 Glutamic acid would render it unable to bind Syk.
Cotransfecting various combinations of these proteins with WT proteins and performing
coimmunoprecipitations may provide further evidence regarding the nature of the
interaction between TULA-2 and Syk and the domains that are required.
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Summary and Conclusions
Platelet functional responses are complex and mediated by several receptors, agonist and
pathways. The important role of platelets in hemostasis following damage to the vascular
endothelium is undisputable. Therefore, understanding the mechanism and signaling
pathways by which regulation of platelet activation occurs is of outmost importance in
human physiology. Regulation of platelet function is of critical importance to prevent
unnecessary platelet activation and potentially harmful thrombus formation. This work
set out to identify the role and mechanism by which c-Cbl E3 ubiquitin ligase mediates
platelet outside-in signaling. This was achieved by studying three phosphorylation events
which could potentially be responsible for modulating the actin-cytsokeleton downstream
of integrin αIIbβ3 leading to platelet spreading and clot retraction. We also identified the
kinases involved in the regulation of c-Cbl phosphorylation and elucidated a signaling
cascade in which SFK and Syk differentially phosphorylate c-Cbl. We also identified a
physiological role for c-Cbl and specifically for residue Y731 in modulating the platelet
cytoskeletal responses. In addition, we identified a novel role for FcγRIIa in platelet
outside-in signaling and identified a unique negative regulation of Syk kinase by PKC β.
Further investigation is required into the role of c-Cbl/PKCβ /Tula-2 in negative
regulation of GPVI signaling.
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